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What's new

Tip: If you view this publication in the website format then you may need to refresh your browser cache1 when you
return, to ensure that you see the latest updates.

Version 1.1.0 | 09 February 2020

l Done (patch): Minor improvements to layout and typography.
l Done (minor): #732 — Fix instances of '(bad or missing snippet)'
l Done (patch): #730 — Make the 'local' navigation consistent (mainly affects HTML formats)
l Done (patch): #675 — Remove redundant navigation buttons from top toolbar (HTML formats)
l Done (patch): #673 — Add floating action button for quick access links (HTML formats)
l Done (patch): #670 — Update 'notice' styles to be more compact

Tip: You can check the status of all reported issues at https://thehobby.zone/issue-tracker/?bugcatid=70

History

For the full version history, please view this topic in the Android app or on the website at
https://thehobby.zone/resources/revolver-compendium/Content/Frontmatter/WhatsNew.htm.

1If you're using aweb browser on aWindows PC you can usually refresh the cache for the page you are viewing by pressingCTRL+F5.
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Introduction
About the game and how to use this publication.

The year is 1892. The bank at Repentance
Springs has been robbed. Many good
citizens, including Sheriff Anton Dreyfus and
school-marm Sue Daggett, were brutally
slain as the gang — whooping and hollering
— shot its way out of town.

Colonel Ned McReady and his men are
tasked with bringing Jack Colty — a man so
mean he'd steal a fly from a blind spider, or a
coin off a dead man's eyes — and his gang to
justice.

Revolver is a two-player card game set in the Old
West, in which one player takes the role of Colonel
McReady and his God-fearing lawmen, and the
other player controls the notorious and deadly
bandits known as the Colty Gang.

We use various cards to represent the different
factions, locations and events in the game. We use various tokens to keep track of bonuses, damage and other in-
game effects.

In this section:

About this publication 1

Formats of this publication 2

How to use this publication 4

Related information

Theworld of Revolver 41

About this publication

Origin and intent
This compendium brings the various Revolver game rules texts together as a more clear and convenient whole. It is
based on the original rules, errata and frequently asked questions (FAQs) publications by White Goblin Games.

In fact, in terms of gameplay, the rules in this compendium are the same as the original rules. That is, I have made
many changes to the original structure and wording, but my purpose was to make the rules easier to understand and to
use without changing the meaning or intent that underlies each rule.

This publication is 'unofficial', but available to you with the kind consent of White Goblin Games.

I hope my efforts help you to get more out of this great game. Long live Revolver!

Eric Weston
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Changes I've made
If you find that I have changed the meaning of a rule, and thus the gameplay, then it is a genuine mistake I'd like to fix
— let me know about it at https://thehobby.zone/issue-tracker.

What I have done, using technical writing software and techniques, is:

l Improved text to make meanings more clear and consistent.
l Rationalised and consolidated text in related topics, to reduce the potential for confusion.
l Restructured topics for ease of use and to work well with 'mobile' formats. You should find it easier to browse and
comprehend certain complex passages.

l Made titles more self-descriptive and added links between related topics — together, these changes make it easier
and faster for you to find and check related rules when you need to.

I have kept most of the rules from expansions separate from the core rules of the base game. But you will find that there
are links between related topics, for your convenience — just ignore any that relate to expansions you don't have or
don't want to use at the moment.

My friends and I find that this project helps a lot with the game. I'm sharing because you may appreciate it too.

Formats of this publication
I use 'single-source publishing'1 to manage this publication efficiently and to compile a range of formats for you to
choose from. Use whichever format you prefer — the rules content is identical for all formats at any particular release
version.

Formats — choose what works best for you
Responsive website (HTML5)

Get it from: https://thehobby.zone/resources/revolver-compendium

This is the simplest and most reliable way to get this publication at the most up to date version.

Mobile app for Android devices (HTML5)

Get it from: https://thehobby.zone/resources/Downloads/RevolverCompendium-release.apk

This is the best way to use this publication when you have an Android device and may need offline access to the rules.

More about the app

I'm not an expert in Android app development, but this app should work on most Android devices. I've used it
without problems on a range of phones and tablets running various versions of the Android operating system.

There is no app for Apple iOS. Sorry about this. Perhaps I'll look at the practicality of it in future.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-source_publishing
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Updates

This app is not in the Google Play app store (or any other app store for that matter), so you can only install or
update by side-loading1 — and you won't get automatic updates either. I will update this publication from time to
time, so please occasionally check the website for new versions as I don't have any alternative notification method
in place at the moment.

Portable Document Format (PDF) file

Get it from: https://thehobby.zone/resources/Downloads/RevolverCompendiumPDF.pdf

Use this version if you really want to print the whole thing out. It is sized for A4 paper, but you should be able to scale it
to fit whatever paper size suits you best.

Tip: Print individual topics from the website

If you only want to print a few individual topics, you can print from the website — just use the Print button I have
provided on the topic toolbar. These print-outs get similar styling to the PDF file.

If the topic you're printing has an FAQ block or other 'expanding' content, be sure to expand that first unless you
don't want it in your print-out.

Printing directly from the Android app is not so easy and the Print button doesn't work here. I'll see if I can find a
solution in future.

Addicted to paper?
I encourage you to give the HTML5 versions a good try. I like physical paper documents as much as anyone else, but
the HTML5 formats have strong advantages over 'dead tree format' and on-screen PDF:

l More ways to navigate and quickly find the rules you want to check — not only table of contents/navigation menu
but also a handy search tool, hyperlinks to related information and quick access panels on the home page.

l Better page flow — no need to squint at the PDF or pan and zoom, no awkward page breaks.
l Less visual clutter — some content that you probably won't want to ready very often is 'folded up' by default (just tap
to unfold).

l Easy to have the latest version at all times — no printing required.
l No weighty tome to carry around — just use the smartphone you probably already carry.

If you still really want a hard copy then I suggest you use a good printing and binding service to process the PDF for
you. I use www.doxdirect.com for this sort of thing as they provide a good service at a good price. It may be less
competitive for you if you're not in the United Kingdom— check https://www.doxdirect.com/help/international-shipping.

I suggest you be kind to the environment and to your wallet by printing only occasionally, after significant updates. I'll
try to keep sensible release notes atWhat's new on page iii, which should help you decide when there is enough
change to warrant a new print-out.

1https://www.howtogeek.com/313433/how-to-sideload-apps-on-android
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How to use this publication

Conventions

Notice boxes

Various notice boxes appear in the rules, where appropriate. These highlight information that merits special attention
or that is useful as an aside to the main content.

Example: These boxes contain examples that put rules in context for you, or that show you how to follow the flow
of several different rules that work together.

Tip: These boxes contain advice to help you learn the rules more effectively or get the best out of the game — or
in a few cases, notes about changes I made.

Remember! These boxes contain reminders about things that are important to get right but easy to miss or forget
in the heat of battle.

Editing notes

[Comment: Inline comments like this highlight some of my notes on problems with the text that I haven't fixed yet, or that
I may not be able to fix directly unless I create a new rule.]
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Card types
How to understand the cards in the game.

In this section:

Player cards 5

Bandit Character cards 7

Battlefield cards 7

Derail the Train card 8

Mexican Border card 8

Scene cards 8

Player cards
You and your opponent each have a deck of Player cards that is particular to the faction you are playing.

In the base game, Player cards exist only in the main Colty Gang and Colonel McReady decks. The expansions add
more Player cards to the main decks, plus more Player cards through the Frontier deck and the Ambush cards.

All Player cards have the same basic anatomy:

Also, every Player card is of one or more types.

Player card types in the base game
Firepower (faction-specific)

These cards have a white or black poker chip icon ( or ) in the top-left corner of the card, for Colonel McReady
and Colty Gang respectively.

The number inside the poker chip indicates the firepower value of the card.

You play Firepower cards into your own side of the playing area.

Row-Blocking

These cards have an orange border. As the Colonel McReady player you can — in your turn — place up to two of
these cards in your opponent's playing area, at any battlefield. They reduce the number of cards that the Colty
Gang player may play at that battlefield.
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As the Colty Gang player you can only force these cards to be discarded through particular card effects (such as
with "Improvise! Darn It!" or "Let’s Shoot Our Way Outta Here!", or by activating the Derail the Train card on
page 8).

One-Shot Effect

Follow the instructions on the card to resolve the effect, and then place it on the discard pile.

Additional Player card types from the expansions
Firepower (Frontier deck, either faction)

Some expansions include Firepower cards with a red poker chip icon in the top-left corner of the card. These
function just the Firepower cards in the base game, except that they may come under the control of either faction.

Ambush

Introduced in Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail on page 20. You do not hold these cards in your hand —
rather, the Colonel McReady player places them during the game setup, face down at each Battlefield.

Open Range

Introduced in Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star on page 25. You do not play these cards into any particular
Battlefield — rather, you place them somewhere near you on the table so you can check them while they remain in
play.

Location

Introduced in Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star on page 25. This type of card is typically unmoveable by other
cards. The Colty Gang player may never use the Saddlebags card to pick up a Location card.

Special Weapon (Garrotte)

Introduced in Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star on page 25. This card acts just like a regular Firepower card,
except that you may only place this card in your hand if and when, as the Colty Gang player, you free Santiago
from San Manzanillo Prison. See the rules governing his release in Expansion 1.2: Hunt the Man Down on
page 21.

Remember! Remove this card from the Colty Gang player's deck between matches — players must never
draft this card straight into the deck during deck building.

Special Character (Armed Train Guard)

Introduced in Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star on page 25. This card acts just like a regular Firepower card,
except that you place it during the game setup. See Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the Black Dog saloon on
page 26.

Remember! Remove this card from the Colonel McReady player's deck between matches — players must
never draft this card straight into the deck during deck building.

Related information

FAQ: ColonelMcReadyplayer cards 32
FAQ: ColtyGang player cards 30
Play cards (phase) 14
Iconsand tokens 58
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Bandit Character cards
As the Colty Gang player you have a number of Bandit Character cards that represent the members of this gang.

When you are forced to take a casualty you must choose one of these characters to eliminate from the game.

Each Bandit Character card has a gravestone icon with a value printed in the top-left corner of the card — this is the
card's Survival Rating.

When you suffer a casualty as the Colty Gang player you must remove a Bandit Character card of the lowest Survival
Rating possible. Choose from among the available gang members of the lowest Survival Rating pool. Some Bandit
Character cards include text describing special effects — obey this when you select the card as a casualty.

Example: As the Colty Gang player part-way into a game, you cannot choose Manolito to be a casualty until there
are no 0- or 1-rated Bandit Character cards remaining.

Example: As the Colty Gang player part-way into a game, you have no 0-rated Bandit Characters left, and only
two 1-rated Bandit Characters remaining. When you next incur a casualty you may choose which remaining 1-
rated gang member is killed, obeying any special text on that Bandit Character card.

Related information

FAQ: ColtyGang Bandit Character cards 34

Battlefield cards
Battlefield cards represent places where the enemies meet. Together, they also represent a progressive timeline within
the story of the game, starting with The Bank at Repentance Springs and ending with 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake
Creek Station.

When you set up Revolver for play you'll place these cards so that they form a line between you and your opponent.
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Derail the Train card
This card represents a desperate gambit in which the Colty Gang causes a horrendous train crash.

As the Colty Gang player, you may choose to activate this card only once, and only when you are at the 3:15 Express
from Rattlesnake Creek Station Battlefield card.

If you activate this card then almost everything at this battlefield is destroyed:

l Discard all Player cards at this battlefield, on both sides of the playing area (except Sandstorm and cards bearing
the Impervious icon .

l Discard all remaining Bandit Character cards (ignore True Grit tokens).

You may save Bandit Characters from the crash by discarding one Player card from your hand for each Bandit
Character you want to save.

Remember! You must save at least Jack "The Crow" Colty, otherwise you lose immediately!

The Colonel McReady player can't save any cards he has in play.

Once you have resolved these effects, remove the Derail the Train card from the game and continue the turn as
normal.

Mexican Border card
This card has only one function — it serves as a convenient place to keep track of the remaining Mexican Border cube
tokens. These tokens relate to a victory condition for the Colty Gang player and are explained elsewhere in these rules.

Related information

Iconsand tokens 58
Ending the game 17

Scene cards
Scene cards provide optional plays which interrupt the turn sequence at a battlefield.

If you're using an expansion module that includes a Scene card then the instructions for that module will direct you to
place the Scene card next to a particular Battlefield card when you set up Revolver for play.

Related information

Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the BlackDog saloon 26
Set up Revolver 9
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Setup
How to set up the game and build custom decks.

In this section:

Set up Revolver 9

Construct a custom deck 10

Set up Revolver
How to get Revolver ready to play.

Setup 1: Backdrop
1. Place the Battlefield cards in a horizontal line between both players, in the following order:

1. The Bank at Repentance Springs.
2. Whiskey Canyon.
3. Buzzard Point.
4. Rattlesnake Creek.
5. 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station.

2. Place the Derail the Train and Mexican Border cards at the end of the Battlefield row, after 3:15 Express from
Rattlesnake Creek Station.

3. Place the Turn Marker on the '-' turn space that immediately precedes space '1' on The Bank at Repentance
Springs.

4. Place 12 Mexican Border tokens on the Mexican Border card (keep the remaining two tokens handy in case they
are needed to resolve certain card effects later).

5. Place all the other game tokens in a convenient supply at the beginning of the row of Battlefield cards.

Setup 2: Bandit Character cards
1. In front of the Colty Gang player, arrange all 16 Bandit Character cards in order of their Survival Rating (number

inside the gravestone icon ).
1. If you are using Promotional Set: By the Gun They Died on page 19 then the Colty Gang player must decide

to use either the Bullet or Bullet — Vicious Mutt Bandit Character card — not both.
2. Use the additional two Bandit Character cards Cooter and Bobby Joe and Sister Sara and Mule only if using

Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards on page 20.
2. Place a True Grit token on the "Skinny" Landell card.

Setup 3: Player card decks
Prepare the Player card decks:

l If you are playing only the base game: Shuffle each Player card deck and place face down in the respective
player's area.

l If you are playing with deck building modules from expansions: See Construct a custom deck on the next page.

Setup 4: Extra setup from expansions
Set up other elements from expansions if you wish:

l Ambush cards? Set up as per Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards on page 20.
l San Manzanillo Prison battlefield? Set up as per Module 1.2 A: Ambush Card and Prison Card on page 22.
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l Frontier deck? Set up as per Module 1.3 A: Frontier deck on page 24.
l Saloon Duel scene? Set up as per Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the Black Dog saloon on page 26 and Module 1.4
D: McReady's decision on page 27.

Setup 5: Draw your starting hand
Both players: Draw five Player cards from your deck and take these in your hand. You are now ready to begin play.

Example setup

Example: Base game setup

For the base game, your final 'ready to play' setup should look something like this:

Related information

Reset the game 18

Construct a custom deck
If you want to, you can customise the Player card decks by mixing cards from the expansions with the cards from the
base game.

Start with the standard deck from the base game for the faction your are playing. Remove cards of your choice and
replace them with appropriate cards from the expansions.
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You must obey the following limitations:

1. You must replace on a one-for-one basis so that the deck still consists of 62 cards.
2. You may not replace a unique named gunfighter card from the base game.
3. You may only ever have one copy of any unique named gunfighter.

4. You may use Location and Open Range cards to replace any of the cards from the base game (except for unique
named gunfighters, as above). Any other replacement card must be of the same type as the card it replaces, as
indicated by the icons in the bottom-left corner of the cards (Action, Character, Firepower — see Icons and tokens
on page 58).

Tip: Other icons do not matter during deck construction, so ignore firepower value, cost to play, and so on,
when making replacements.

Custom deck variant: 'Stagecoach' decks
A method for using all the Colty Gang and Colonel McReady Player cards, from the base game and the expansion
packs. No deck building or construction required!

You may find this method preferable to simply shuffling all your expansion cards straight into your base game deck,
causing it to become unwieldy and inefficient (which is likely to make the game less satisfying overall). A quick and
dirty system for you cowpunchers who like such things!

Setup

Both players:

1. Gather all the deck-building expansion cards that are specifically for the faction you are playing — Colonel
McReady or Colty Gang. Together, these cards form your separate Stagecoach deck.

2. Shuffle your Stagecoach deck, and then place it beside your base game deck.
3. Complete the rest of the game setup as normal.

Gameplay

l Whenever you have the opportunity to draw cards, you may draw your entitlement from either or both of your
Stagecoach and base game decks.

l Place all your faction's discarded Player cards together in one discard pile, no matter which deck they came from.
l When a card specifically targets a player's deck in some way, the player who played the card chooses which deck it
affects.

Custom deck variant: 'Furnace Creek' decks
An alternate method for deck building, using a simple mechanism to draft in a selection of Colty Gang and Colonel
McReady Player cards from the expansion packs.

You may like this method to be a pleasant compromise if you find other methods too fiddly or too coarse. It should take
no more than a couple of minutes or so, and your deck size will not increase beyond ~70 cards — which is perfectly
manageable. You can use this drafting system with any or all of the expansion packs; the less packs you use, the less
cards you will draft.
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Setup

Both players:

1. Gather all the deck-building expansion cards that are specifically for the faction you are playing — Colonel
McReady or Colty Gang. Together, these cards form a special temporary Furnace Creek deck from which you will
draft extra cards to add to your base game deck.

2. Shuffle your Furnace Creek deck and then place it face down.

3. Take the top six cards of your Furnace Creek deck into your hand and choose one of these cards to keep. Return
the other five cards to the game box.

Tip: Don't choose cards that you would only be able to play or take advantage of in expansion modules you
are not using. For instance, if you are not using the rules for the Frontier deck then cards which require
payment of a Dollar Coin token are next to useless (since you won't be able to pay their cost to play them and
so you can only discard them to pay for other cards).

Repeat this step until there are no more cards in the Furnace Creek deck.

Tip: If you end the process with a hand that features only one card, discard it. If you end the process with a
hand that features between two and five cards, choose one card to keep and discard the rest.

4. Take your chosen Furnace Creek deck cards and thoroughly shuffle them into your base game deck.
5. Complete the rest of the game setup as normal.

Gameplay

Play as normal.
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Play
How to play and end a game of Revolver.

In this section:

Game turns and the sequence of play 13

Ending the game 17

Reset the game 18

Game turns and the sequence of play
The mechanics of Revolver — the sequence of play.

Game turns
You play Revolver over a series of game turns in which you and your opponent both participate.

You use the Turn Marker and the turn spaces on the Battlefield cards to keep track of game turns.

Within each game turn you have a Colty Gang player turn followed by a Colonel McReady player turn.

Player turns
Each player turn consists of three phases. You play the player turns and their phases in a particular order that we call
the sequence of play.

Sequence of play
I. Colty Gang Player Turn

1. Advance the turn marker (phase) below
2. Draw two cards (phase) on the next page
3. Play cards (phase) on the next page

II. Colonel McReady Player Turn

1. Draw two cards (phase) on the next page
2. Play cards (phase) on the next page
3. Attack (phase) on page 16

You and your opponent play in this way until one of you wins as per the rules for ending the game.

Related information

FAQ: General gameplay 35
Ending the game 17

Advance the turn marker (phase)
To mark the progress of game turns, the Colty Gang player advances the Turn Marker at the start of his Player turn.

If the Turn Marker already reached the last number on a Battlefield card, place the Turn Marker on space '1' on the next
Battlefield card.
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Tip: The spaces with a '-' are only used when the cards moves the Turn Marker before space '1'. If the Turn Marker
is on such a space, move the marker to the next space.

Tip: The spaces with the faces on the Rattlesnake Creek Battlefield are only used when "Kittens" Mackenzie
and/or "Skinny" Landell are killed (also see these Bandit Character cards).

Example: Last turn, you reached the turn '4' space on The Bank at Repentance Springs Battlefield card. This turn,
move the Turn Marker to the '1' space on theWhiskey Canyon Battlefield card.

Draw two cards (phase)
Draw two cards from your deck and take these into your hand.

Tip: You may hold as many cards in your hand as you like. There is no hand size limit.

Empty Draw Decks

In the unlikely event a player runs any draw deck out of cards; shuffle that deck's discard pile thoroughly to form a new
draw deck.

Remember! If the Colonel Ned McReady card is in the discard pile, discard it from the game — it may never be
shuffled into the newly formed draw deck.

Tip: If the Colonel McReady player's deck is very low on cards, and his entire discard pile is removed by Austin
Granby — Railroad Engineer, he can only continue the game with the cards he has left. Hard luck!

Play cards (phase)
Play cards from your hand correctly and resolve their effects.

Tip: Revolver is a game of hand management — just because you can play a card, it doesn’t necessarily mean
that you should. Play your cards conservatively, laying down the minimum Firepower cards you think you can get
away with. Choose your battles. As a rule of thumb, if the only cards you have in your hand are the ones you drew
on your turn, you’re likely to lose.
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Check criteria

Before you play a card you must check against these criteria to make sure that your play is allowed.

Cost to play the card

Many cards can only be played at a cost — where this is the case, the cost of the card is indicated by icons in the left
border of the card. This usually means you must discard other cards, but if you are using expansions then there are
other possible costs too.

Tip: To check the meanings of icons and the costs and effects they represent, see Icons and tokens on page 58.

Battlefield restriction

Unless the text on the card states otherwise, you may only place cards at the current battlefield (that is, the Battlefield
card that has the Turn Marker on it at the moment). Imagine there is a column below and above each battlefield where
the cards are placed in rows.

Row limits at the battlefield

As the Colty Gang player you are limited to a maximum of three rows in which to place a Firepower card at each
battlefield. Once you have placed three Firepower cards at a battlefield you may not place any more there unless you:

l Remove one of the Firepower cards you already placed.
l Use a card which states a special exception to this limit (such as 1866 Double Barrel Derringer).

Remember! The Colonel McReady player has no such limit!

Remember! The three-card limit affects only Firepower cards — the Colty Gang player can still play other card
types as normal.

Tip: As the Colonel McReady player you may place up to two Row-Blocking cards in the playing area of the Colty
Gang player. These cards count towards the Colty Gang player's three-card limit at that battlefield.

However, you can't place a Row-Blocking card at a battlefield that already contains three Colty Gang Firepower
cards.

Play and resolve

If your intended play meets all criteria then you may proceed with your play and resolve the effects.

You may play as many cards as you have available (one at a time), as long as you meet all the criteria with each play
(and subject to the effects of other cards already in play).

To play the card, announce it by name and place it face up in the appropriate part of the playing area, then resolve any
effects.

Effects

Many cards have special rules described in their text. Unless the text on the card states differently, effects are applied
immediately when the card is played, and only at the current Battlefield.
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The 'Come into play effect' icon on Firepower cards tells you to do this action once when the card is placed from
your hand at a battlefield. Always follow the text on the card and perform the action at maximum possible effect.

Tip: If you need to check the meaning of an icon in the game, see Icons and tokens on page 58

Persistence

'One-shot effect' cards are discarded after their effects are resolved.

Other cards remain in play at a battlefield and stay there for the rest of the game — they may not be moved to another
battlefield, unless:

l You choose to discard one of your own Firepower cards in play at the current battlefield and put it into the discard
pile.

l You play a card that specifically says that you may move a card to another Battlefield or discard it.
l Cards are destroyed/discarded/moved by your opponent's play.

Tip: Discarded cards are placed face-up on the discard pile, and you or your opponent may review the pile at any
time.

Tip: The Sandstorm card is unusual. It is a 'One-shot effect' card but the effect is ongoing — so it remains in play.

Examples

Example: The Colty Gang player wishes to play "Fire at will, boys" to remove a Buffalo Stampede at Buzzard
Point. The cost for "Fire at will, boys" is zero, so he does not have to discard another card. The horde of buffalo is
despatched! Place "Fire at will, boys" on the discard pile.

Example: The Colty Gang player wants to play a Gatling Gun card at the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek
Station battlefield. The cost of the Gatling Gun is two cards, so the Colty Gang player must discard two other cards
from his hand. Having done this, the Gatling Gun card fills a firepower row on his side of the current battlefield and
remains in play.

Related information

Player cards 5

Attack (phase)
The Colonel McReady player aims to achieve superior firepower in the Attack phase, to overwhelm the Colty Gang and
kill a bandit character.

1. The Colonel McReady player sums the firepower on his side of the current battlefield (contributed by lawmen
character cards, Buffalo Stampede cards, etcetera).

2. The Colty Gang player sums the firepower on his side of the current battlefield (contributed by Firepower cards
such as .38 Special) and adds the defence firepower (black poker chip in the bottom-left corner) of the current
battlefield to this total.
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3. If the Colonel McReady total firepower is greater than that of the Colty Gang at the current battlefield, then the Colty
Gang player must take a casualty.

Remember! Each turn (not only in this phase) that the Colonel McReady player fails to kill a Colty Gang
Bandit Character, remove one Mexican Border cube token from the Mexican Border card.

Example: The Colonel McReady player has a Deputy (firepower = 3), and a Cowboy (firepower = 1), at
Rattlesnake Creek. His total firepower is 4.

Opposite these cards, the Colty Gang player has only a .38 Special (firepower = 1). Rattlesnake Creek has
defence firepower = 1. So, the Colty Gang player's total firepower is 2.

This means that the Colty Gang player must take a casualty and doesn't get to remove a cube token from the
Mexican Border card.

Example: The Colonel McReady player has a Deputy (firepower = 2), and First Deputy, Charlie Weathers
(firepower = 3), at the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station. His firepower total is 5.

Opposite these cards, the Colty Gang player has a Hail of Bullets card (firepower = 3), and two .38 Special cards
(firepower = 1 each). The 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station has defence firepower = 1. So, the Colty
Gang player's firepower total is 6.

This means that the lawmen have been thwarted this turn. Remove a cube token from the Mexican Border card
(unless the lawmen killed a Bandit Character earlier in this turn).

Ending the game
Objectives, and conditions for winning the game.

Play until you meet one of the Winning Conditions.

Winning Conditions
To win the game, a player must meet one of the following conditions:

Colonel McReady player: You win immediately when any of the following are true:

l Every member of the Colty Gang is killed (that is, all Bandit Character cards are destroyed).
l Cortez is killed before reaching the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield.
l Jack "The Crow" Colty receives more than four Wound tokens ( ) (introduced in Expansion 1.2: Hunt the Man
Down on page 21).

Colty Gang player: You win immediately when any of the following are true:

l You manage to remove the last cube token from the Mexican Border card.
l You reach turn space '4' on the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station Battlefield card and after you play the
full game turn there you still have the Jack "The Crow" Colty Bandit Character card.
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Reset the game
The game components get mixed up during the course of a game. These tips will help you to reset quickly and
correctly.

Gather and separate components as follows:

l Bandit Character cards.
l Ambush cards.
l Frontier deck cards.
l Faction-specific Player cards, for each faction. Remember that some cards are especially likely to get mixed up with
those of the opposing faction, because they are placed in or near the opponent's playing area (such as Sandstorm
and Row-Blocking cards).

l Battlefield, Scene, Derail the Train and Mexican Border cards.
l Mexican Border cube tokens and the Turn Marker.
l All other game tokens (return them to the stock).

Finally, separate out each faction's Player cards by the expansions they belong to — unless you intend to re-use the
decks exactly as they are in your next game.

Related information

Set up Revolver 9
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Expansions
Rules for the expansions.

In this section:

Promotional Set: By the Gun They Died 19

Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail 20

Expansion 1.2: Hunt the Man Down 21

Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier 23

Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star 25

Expansion 1.5: Death Rides a Horse 28

Promotional Set: By the Gun They Died
This a promotional set of cards that can be used to customise the two different decks in the Base Game.

This expansion comes in two separate modules.

Tip: Both modules can be used together in the base game.

This expansion includes these modules:

Module Promo A: Alternative 'Bullet' Bandit Character card 19

Module Promo B: Deck building 20

Related information

PromotionalSet components 53

Module Promo A: Alternative 'Bullet' Bandit Character card
An addition to the base game giving the Colty Gang player greater a choice in the Bullet Bandit Character card.

The Colty Gang player may choose to use this module, or not, as he prefers.

Set-up

Replace the Bullet Bandit Character card from the base game with Bullet — Vicious Mutt from this promo set.

Gameplay

Play as normal, but note that Bullet now has a nasty bite when he is selected as a casualty! See the card for details.
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Module Promo B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail
The mayor of Repentance Springs has fallen down a mine shaft. Undismayed, Ned McReady vows to
keep the peace, by fair means or foul — his way or the road to Perdition. The only fly in this curly wolf's
ointment is Jack Colty — a loose cannon, robbing banks, and shooting folks, and he don't care a
continental — if you believe the stories. With a plan hatched behind the gospel mill, Ned sets out to put
a spoke in Jack's wheel. Deals are struck. Ambushes are set.

This expansion includes these modules:

Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards 20

Module 1.1 B: Deck building 21

Related information

Expansion 1.1 components 54
FAQ: Expansion 1.1 37

Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards
An addition to the base game, giving the Colonel McReady player greater strategic options by preparing ambushes on
each battlefield.

Setup

1. The Colty Gang player places the two new Bandit Character cards with the rest of his gang.
2. Shuffle the six Ambush cards and randomly remove one Ambush card — placing it unseen, back in the game box.
3. The Colonel McReady player looks at the remaining five Ambush cards and places one card face down in front of

each battlefield.
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Gameplay

The game is played with the rules of the base game, with the following exception:

In the first turn of each battlefield the Colonel McReady player reveals during his Play Cards phase the facedown
Ambush card to the Colty Gang player.

The text on this card must be immediately executed according the regular rules; action cards are 'One-shot effects' and
Firepower cards stay on the current battlefield.

Remember!When an Ambush card is killed or executed, it's not discarded but removed from the game — put it
back in the game box.

Related information

Module 1.2 A: Ambush Card and Prison Card 22
Module 1.5 C: Rockslide Ambush card 29

Module 1.1 B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Expansion 1.2: Hunt the Man Down
A vicious hardened convict is imprisoned within the walls of a brutal Texan prison. Locked inside his
mind is the key to Colonel Ned McReady's downfall, and Jack Colty is the only cowpoke alive who can
spring him out. Trouble is, Jack's already being pursued by the vengeful Colonel about another matter...

This expansion includes these modules:

Module 1.2 A: Ambush Card and Prison Card 22

Module 1.2 B: Deck building 23

Related information

Expansion 1.2 components 54
FAQ: Expansion 1.2 37
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Module 1.2 A: Ambush Card and Prison Card
The Ambush card adds to those in Expansion 1.1. San Manzanillo Prison is an unusual new Battlefield card with its
own set of rules.

Tip: To use this module you also need Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail on page 20.

Setup

1. Place San Manzanillo Prison between the Buzzard Point and Rattlesnake Creek Battlefield cards. Place the
Santiago Bandit Character card underneath the San Manzanillo Prison card.

2. Add the new "It's too darn quiet..." Ambush card to the six from Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail on
page 20, and randomly remove one of them — placing it unseen, back into the game box.

3. The Colonel McReady player looks at the remaining six Ambush cards and places one card face down in front of
each battlefield, including San Manzanillo Prison.

Gameplay

Play with the rules of the Base Game and Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail on page 20, with the following
exceptions:

San Manzanillo Prison: This location is treated as a normal battlefield with regards to the placing of Ambush cards, but
is different in many other ways:

l During their Play Cards phases either player may, in advance, play cards with a Padlock icon face down at the
San Manzanillo Prison battlefield. This is optional, and does not apply to any other cards.

Tip: All costs of playing these cards are ignored, as are all 'Come into play effects' and 'leaving-play' effects —
only the firepower values are relevant here.

l There is no column limit for either player at the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield. To be clear, Row-Blocking cards
may not be played at this location.

l When moving cards to the next battlefield, stopping at San Manzanillo Prison is optional; you can freely choose to
stop at this battlefield or skip it at no extra cost.

l When leaving the Buzzard Point battlefield the Colty Gang player must choose whether to enter or skip the San
Manzanillo Prison battlefield.

l San Manzanillo Prison provides no defensive firepower bonus for either side.
l The duration of the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield is one turn only, and may not be altered by any means. None
of the phases of a normal turn apply at San Manzanillo Prison — all the phases are replaced with one special
Prison Phase.

Prison Phase:

Complete strictly in the following order:

1. Place a Wound token on the Jack "The Crow" Colty Bandit Character card.
2. Colty Gang player: Draw 6 cards.
3. Colonel McReady player: Draw 3 cards.
4. Resolve the Ambush card according to the regular rules.
5. The Colty Gang player starts, followed by the Colonel McReady player. Either player may play a Firepower

card into the battlefield, or pass. Play continues back and forth until both players have passed consecutively.
l Play cards with a Padlock icon face down so their value is hidden from your opponent.
l Instead of playing a card from the hand either player may, if applicable, activate a moveable card already in
the playing area.
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Players can only play cards bearing a firepower value (Stick of Dynamite and Nitroglycerin are special
exceptions, as noted below). All costs of playing cards are ignored, as are all 'Come into play effects' and
leaving-play effects — only the firepower values are relevant here.

Tip: If the Colty Gang player plays Stick of Dynamite at San Manzanillo Prison, it adds 3 to his firepower at
this battlefield. Nitroglycerin adds 5 to his firepower.

6. Reveal the face down cards with a Padlock icon and calculate the total firepower value of each side.
l If the Colty Gang player's firepower is greater: Add Santiago to his gang.
l If the Colonel McReady player's firepower is greater: Kill two Bandit Characters.
l If the totals are a draw: Kill one Bandit Character.

7. Discard all cards from the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield (ignore any True Grit tokens ), leaving it empty.

Related information

Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards 20
Module 1.5 C: Rockslide Ambush card 29

Module 1.2 B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier
In a dangerous race to reach the 3:15 Rattlesnake Express, Jack "The Crow" Colty and his killers must
encounter the sights, sounds, smells, and personalities who roam the wild frontier along Devil's River,
far from the nearest cowtown. Colonel Ned McReady is the vulgar man to catch him, armed with his wits,
a long-sighted rifle, and a posse of bloodthirsty gunmen.

This expansion includes these modules:

Module 1.3 A: Frontier deck 24

Module 1.3 B: Deck building 25

Related information

Expansion 1.3 components 55
FAQ: Expansion 1.3 38
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Module 1.3 A: Frontier deck
This deck is an addition to the base game, giving both players more tactical options.

Tip: To use this module you will need Expansion 1.1: Ambush on Gunshot Trail on page 20 and Expansion 1.2:
Hunt the Man Down on page 21 — many of the cards reference the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield and the
Ambush cards from those expansions.

Setup

1. Place two Dollar Coin tokens on the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield.
2. Give the Colonel McReady player one Dollar Coin token — place it in front of him. The Colty Gang player starts with

none.
3. With the remaining three Dollar Coin tokens, form a shared pool somewhere on your gaming table.
4. Shuffle the Frontier deck and then place it within reach of both players.

Gameplay

The Frontier deck is a deck usable by either player, with Firepower cards playable on either side of a battlefield, and
Action cards that can help or hinder either player's goals.

Cards from the Frontier deck are usable exactly the same as other cards from the base game and expansions. Each
card is playable in its own right, or can be used to help pay the card cost of any card, helping bring another card into
play.

The Frontier cards have a different card-back design than the other two decks, so that they are easily segregated when
you are setting up your next thrill-filled game of Revolver. However, they are held in your hand with your other cards.

When you discard a Frontier card, for any reason, that card must be placed in the Frontier deck's own discard pile.
Cards from the Frontier deck discard pile cannot be retrieved in any way.

Drawing from the Frontier deck

Any time during the Play Cards phase of your turn you may 'buy' a card from the Frontier deck, by putting one of
the Dollar Coin tokens you have in front of you back into the shared coin pool. You may purchase as many cards
as you have Dollar Coin tokens, on a one-for-one basis, as you wish.

'Earning' Dollar Coins

At the end of each Attack phase, whichever player lost the gunfight gets to take one Dollar Coin token from the
coin pool, and keep it in front of them.

Red poker chip

The Firepower cards contained in the Frontier deck have their ratings within red poker chip icons . These red
poker chip icons count as both white and black poker chip icons, for the purposes of interacting with other cards.
To be clear, the Saddlebags card can only ever retrieve your own red poker chip icon cards from play.
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Deputy stars

All of the Firepower cards in the Frontier deck have the lawmen icon  on them. This does not mean the
individuals involved have been deputised. Rather, it is a contrivance to allow Frontier Firepower cards to be
targeted by both players.

Dollar Coins at Rattlesnake Creek

When the Colty Gang player moves the Turn Marker to the first turn space on the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield, he
picks up both Dollar Coin tokens laid there, keeping one for himself and giving the other to his deadly opponent.

Dollar Coin pool

If the shared pool of coins is ever empty, neither player may draw from it — even if they are entitled to draw a
Dollar Coin token. Tough luck, pardner!

Greedy Player rule

In your Draw Two Cards phase, if you have four or five Dollar Coin tokens in front of you, you may only draw one
card. If you have six Dollar Coins, you may not draw any cards from your deck.

Related information

Module 1.4 A: Frontier deck 26
Module 1.5 A: Frontier deck 29

Module 1.3 B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star
Bad things are going down at Rattlesnake Creek. Decisions taken in the heat of the moment may scar
some desperate men for the rest of their wicked lives.

Tip: To use this expansion you will also need all the preceding expansions since many cards are referenced.

This expansion includes these modules:

Module 1.4 A: Frontier deck 26

Module 1.4 B: Deck building 26

Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the Black Dog saloon 26

Module 1.4 D: McReady's decision 27
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Related information

Expansion 1.4 components 56
FAQ: Expansion 1.4 39

Module 1.4 A: Frontier deck
More cards for your existing Frontier deck.

Shuffle these new cards into your existing Frontier deck from Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier on page 23.

Related information

Module 1.3 A: Frontier deck 24
Module 1.5 A: Frontier deck 29

Module 1.4 B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the Black Dog saloon
A new aspect to the base game.

Setup

1. Place the Armed Train Guard card at the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield in the Colonel
McReady player's column.

2. Place the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon Scene card beside the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield.
3. Put the Child Hostage token on the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield.
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Gameplay

The Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon scene represents a game element that is only used if the Colty Gang player
decides to activate it during his turn. He may only make this selection during the course of any one of his turns played
on the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield, and only if Cortez is still alive.

If the Colty Gang player decides to activate the scene, he announces this to his opponent and temporarily suspends
his turn at this point. He resumes his turn when the scene has been played out to a conclusion.

Saloon Duel Scene

Order of play:

1. Both players draw two cards.
2. The Colty Gang player must then place any one card from his hand face-down on top of the Duel outside the Black

Dog Saloon Scene card.
3. The Colonel McReady player now has one of three decisions to make. Either call Colty's bluff (go to step #5), or

back down (go to step #4 ), or play a card face-up on the table (go to step #6) — the Colonel McReady player's card
must feature a Padlock icon .

4. See Colonel McReady backs down below.
5. The Colty Gang player now reveals his card. If the card features a Padlock icon then the Colty Gang player wins the

duel. If it does not feature a Padlock icon then the Colonel McReady player wins the duel.
6. Reveal both cards played. If the Colty Gang player's card does not feature a Padlock icon then the Colonel

McReady player wins the duel. If the Colty Gang player's card features a Padlock icon, proceed to step #7.
7. Compare both cards played. The player whose card has the highest firepower wins the duel. On a tie, the Colty

Gang player wins.

There are three possible outcomes to the duel:

The Colty Gang wins

Discard the cards used in the duel, the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon Scene card, and the Armed Train
Guard card from play. Next, place the Child Hostage token upon the Cortez Bandit Character, and then the
Colonel McReady player must discard one card at random from his hand. Continue the game as normal.

Colonel McReady wins

Discard the cards used in the duel, the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon Scene card, and the Child Hostage
token from play. Leave the Armed Train Guard card in play. Continue the game as normal.

Colonel McReady backs down

Discard the card used in the duel, the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon Scene card, and the Armed Train Guard
card from play — then place the Child Hostage token on Cortez. Continue the game as normal. If the Colty Gang
player forgets, or chooses not to activate the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon scene, remove the Child Hostage
token from play, and continue with the game at the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield,
leaving the Armed Train Guard card in play.

Module 1.4 D: McReady's decision
An additional element to the game, presenting a choice for the Colonel McReady player.

Use this module only if the Colty Gang player has chosen to use Module 1.4 C: Duel outside the Black Dog saloon on
the previous page.

The Colonel McReady player must make a decision before the game starts: "Do I start the game with one Dollar Coin
token or two?"
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Choosing one Dollar Coin token, as normal

No additional setup required. Complete any deck building, then start the game.

Choosing two Dollar Coin tokens

Complete additional setup:

1. Give the Colonel McReady player two Dollar Coin tokens to start with — rather than the usual one.
2. Place a True Grit token on the Armed Train Guard card.
3. Slide the Garrotte card underneath the Santiago Bandit Character at the San Manzanillo Prison (this card can

only be retrieved by the Colty Gang if Santiago is freed).
4. Complete any deck building, then start the game.

Expansion 1.5: Death Rides a Horse
A bloodthirsty bandit and his defiant gang try to escape an over-zealous lawman for crimes they deny
committing, and are forced to accept the help of less than trustworthy strangers.

Tip: To use this expansion you will also need all the preceding expansions as there are many references to
earlier cards and modules.

This expansion includes these modules:

Module 1.5 A: Frontier deck 29

Module 1.5 B: Deck building 29

Module 1.5 C: Rockslide Ambush card 29

Related information

Expansion 1.5 components 57
FAQ: Expansion 1.5 40
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Module 1.5 A: Frontier deck
More cards for your existing Frontier deck.

Shuffle these new cards into your existing Frontier deck from Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier on page 23.

Related information

Module 1.3 A: Frontier deck 24
Module 1.4 A: Frontier deck 26

Module 1.5 B: Deck building
Extra cards, allowing players to customise their decks and explore new tactics.

The decks in the base game of Revolver are built for you and ready to play. However, as you increase in experience
with the game, you may want to build a deck that better fits your personal play style and to respond better to new
challenges introduced by expansion modules.

Set-up

See Construct a custom deck on page 10.

Module 1.5 C: Rockslide Ambush card
An interesting new Ambush card.

During setup of your game, shuffle this card into the mini-deck of Ambush cards you already possess — including
Rockslide this should now number eight cards. Discard two of these Ambush cards at random, and place them back
unseen into the game box. Choose and place one of the remaining Ambush cards face down at each battlefield —
including San Manzanillo Prison.

To be clear, Rockslide can never force you to replay the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield — you must replay the final
played space on the previous battlefield.

Remember! Rockslide cannot be placed at the San Manzanillo Prison or The Bank at Repentance Springs
battlefields.

Related information

Module 1.1 A: Ambush cards 20
Module 1.2 A: Ambush Card and Prison Card 22
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FAQs
Answers to frequently asked questions.

In this section:

FAQ: Colty Gang player cards 30

FAQ: Colonel McReady player cards 32

FAQ: Colty Gang Bandit Character cards 34

FAQ: General gameplay 35

FAQ: Expansion 1.1 37

FAQ: Expansion 1.2 37

FAQ: Expansion 1.3 38

FAQ: Expansion 1.4 39

FAQ: Expansion 1.5 40

FAQ: Colty Gang player cards
Answers to frequently asked questions about the Colty Gang deck of player cards.

Card-specific commentary
Stick of Dynamite

You kill any number of lawmen characters. The combined firepower of these lawmen cannot exceed 3. You
can't use this card at the The Bank at Repentance Springs battlefield.

Tip: Extra firepower tokens on cards count toward the total firepower of the card they're on.

"Fire at will, boys"
"Chew on this, gringo!"
"Come on, ya no-good polecats, I'll take yer all on!"

You kill one or two lawmen characters, as stated on the card. Remove the card(s) from the game. Only cards at
the current battlefield are valid targets.

Tip:When you kill a character with a True Grit token , remove the token on that card. This character isn't

killed yet — but you may use the second kill (if applicable) on the same card to finish it off.

"Pack yer bags, we are LEAVING!"

Move the Turn Marker one space to the right.

Remember! The Turn Marker can't move to the next battlefield. You can't apply this effect when the Turn
Marker is on the rightmost space — better save the card for later!
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Lightning Reflexes

You may play this card when you lose one of your gang members during the Attack phase in your opponents turn.
Lightning Reflexes prevents one bandit kill by any means, but only during the Attack Phase, not during the Play
Cards phase — this means it cannot prevent a kill by, for example,Get the Rope Boys.

Special rule: The attack failed! If the Colonel McReady player didn't kill any of your gang members during
either his Play Cards phase or Attack phase then you may remove a cube token from the Mexican Border
card, because he had failed to kill a Bandit Character this turn.

If the Colonel McReady player has won the Attack phase, but I prevent the bandit kill with Lightning Reflexes, do I
still get to remove a cube token from the Mexican Border card?

You only get to remove a cube token from the Mexican Border card if no Bandit Characters were killed during the
Colonel McReady player’s entire turn — Play Cards phase and Attack phase.

"Adios Amigo!"

You kill Colonel Ned McReady. The Colonel must be in play for you to remove him, but he may be at any
battlefield. Ignore any True Grit tokens — he is shot to dead. You'll always draw a card (even when you didn't kill
the Colonel).

Saddlebags

You may pick up one Firepower ( or one of your ) card (exceptGatling Gun or Location cards) from play and
add it to your hand.

Tip: The card becomes part of your hand just like any other card — to replay it you must pay any required
costs again, just like an unplayed card.

"I only came along fer the ride!"

You remove two of your gang members from play to remove all lawmen characters (that is, all cards bearing a
lawmen icon ) at the current battlefield, regardless of True Grit.

Tip: Any effects on killed gang members are still applied!

Sandstorm

Place this card beside the current battlefield — the Colonel McReady player now has a two-card limit at this
battlefield (in the same manner that the Colty Gang player has a three-card limit). When the Colonel McReady
player already has more than two cards he doesn't have to remove cards — but he can't play any further Firepower
cards at the battlefield. He can choose to discard and replace cards as normal.

This card is a 'One-shot effect' card. It cannot be destroyed by any means except the Clear Skies card from
Promotional Set: By the Gun They Died on page 19. Though it is a 'One-shot effect' card, it is ongoing — leave it
on the table beside the affected battlefield as a reminder of the ongoing effect.

Sandstorm says that it goes beside the battlefield (not in a column). If I play it on the 3:15 Express from
Rattlesnake Creek Station and later I derail the train, does Sandstorm get discarded too?

No. Sandstorm stays in play.

Does the Sandstorm card affect the playing of all Colonel McReady cards?

No. Its limitation only applies to cards with a firepower value played into the current battlefield column.
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1866 Double Barrel Derringer

You may place this card at the current battlefield. The card is ignored when checking the three-card limit. These
and similar cards make it possible to have move than three Firepower cards at a battlefield.

Tip: The same rules apply for Row-Blocking cards; ignore this card when checking the two- or one-card limit.

""Improvise! Darn It!"
""Let’s Shoot Our Way Outta Here!"

These cards can destroy a Row-Blocking card at the current battlefield only.

Yellow Boy Rifle

Play this card at the current battlefield to gain 2 firepower. You may discard a card to kill a lawmen character at
the current battlefield — or you may choose not to (unfortunately this is not made clear on the card).

The Jackson Clan

You may play this card at the current battlefield after discarding three cards. You don't have to discard any card
when you play this on the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield.

Remember! The Jackson Clan can't be destroyed by the Colonel McReady player because this card has the
Impervious icon . The only way it is removed from the game is when the Colty Gang player uses the Derail

the Train card.

General commentary
Can the Colty Gang player only use three cards in general at every location?

The Colty Gang player can play up to three Firepower cards at a battlefield, and as many other cards as he
chooses.

As the Colty Gang player, can I destroy Row-Blocking cards on future battlefields if I have the card to do so?

No. Unless the card specifically says otherwise you will have to wait until you reach the blocked battlefield.

FAQ: Colonel McReady player cards
Answers to frequently asked questions about the Colonel McReady deck of player cards.

Colonel Ned McReady

You may play this card at the current battlefield after discarding three cards. You don't have to discard any card
when you play this at the Rattlesnake Creek or the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield. When
you play this card the Colty Gang player must take a casualty.

Remember! In the unlikely event that the card deck is exhausted, and Colonel Ned McReady is in the discard
pile, remove him from the game before shuffling the new draw deck.

Josie "Dead-eye" Logan

You may place this card at any battlefield. If you place it on an upcoming battlefield put a True Grit token on the
card.
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Apache Scout

You may place this card at any battlefield. If you place it on an upcoming battlefield put a '+1' firepower token on
the card.

Quincey "The Spider" Whitmore

When this card is in play you may, at any time during your Play Cards phase, discard a card from your hand to
move this character to the adjacent battlefield. You may move him multiple times. His ability can be activated from
a previous battlefield — it is always 'switched on'.

When I play Stick of Dynamite onQuincey "The Spider" Whitmore, and he still has his True Grit token, what
happens?

You would remove the True Grit token — Quincey "The Spider" Whitmore would still be alive. He’s so badass
that Stick of Dynamite merely blows his hat off!

Cactus Field
Narrow Pass
Indian Reservation
Rickety Bridge

These cards are all Row-Blocking cards, which you may play into your opponent's side at any battlefield to reduce
the number of cards he can play there. See Player cards on page 5 for more information.

"You keep makin' the same mistakes, pilgrim"

Move the Turn Marker back one space — an extra turn is played at this battlefield.

Remember! The Turn Marker can't go back to the previous battlefield — so, you can't apply this effect when
the Turn Marker is on the left-most turn space on a battlefield.

"You didn’t see this coming"

When you play this card move one lawmen character from any battlefield to the current battlefield.

"You just ran outta bullets, my friend"

You may destroy one Gatling Gun at the current battlefield. You'll always draw a card (even if you don't destroy a
Gatling Gun).

"He shot my hat clean off!"

You may play this card when your opponent plays a "Fire at will, boys" card during his turn, cancelling the effect.
Both cards go to their respective discard piles.

"It's about time you turned up, partner"

You take one lawmen character from your discard pile and add it to your hand.

Tip: The card becomes part of your hand just like any other card — to replay it you must pay any required
costs again, just like an unplayed card.
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"Shucks – was only a flesh wound"

You take one lawmen character from your discard pile and place it at the current battlefield for free. Apply any
effects of the card as normal, as if you played it from your hand.

Tip: You may not add this card to your hand, so you cannot play it in a later turn or discard it to pay for another
card.

"We’ve got you surrounded, Colty"

You kill two cards, irrespective of the firepower value — excluding those named on the card.

FAQ: Colty Gang Bandit Character cards
Answers to frequently asked questions about the Colty Gang Bandit Character cards.

"Skinny" Landell

If this character is killed (even if only the True Grit token is removed) before the Turn Marker reaches
Rattlesnake Creek then an additional turn is played at Rattlesnake Creek. Use the space with the corresponding
face for this extra turn.

"Kittens" Mackenzie

If this character is killed before the Turn Marker reaches 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station then two
additional turns are played at Rattlesnake Creek. Use the spaces with the corresponding face for these extra turns.

Cortez

When the Turn Marker reaches 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station place a True Grit token on Cortez.

Bruno "Hen-house" Caple

When this character is killed you can't play any further Peacemaker.45 cards. Continue as normal with any
Peacemaker.45 cards already in play.

Manolito

The Colonel McReady player cannot win the game as a result of this character's death (the steenkin’ traitor!).

l IfManolito is killed while there are two cube tokens on the Mexican Border card, remove only one of them; then
discard Manolito.

l IfManolitois killed while there is only one cube token on the Mexican Border card, simply discard Manolito.

After this event, the Colonel McReady player is still liable to lose through the removal of further tokens.

Some of the Bandit Characters, like Annie "Gutshot" McGraw, have the effect 'Discard one card if killed'. Does
this affect the Colty Gang or the Colonel McReady player?

This affects the Colty Gang player.
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FAQ: General gameplay
Answers to frequently asked questions about gameplay.

How do I know which cards fit in which deck?

Check the design on the back of the cards; Colonel McReady deck cards have a sheriff's badge , Colty Gang deck
cards have a spread of dollar coins and 'Wanted' text.

Does removing a True Grit token from a Bandit Character count as a kill?

Yes.

Can either player willingly discard played Firepower cards from the current battlefield to allowmore powerful
cards to be played?

Yes.

When the Colonel McReady player kills a gang member, who chooses which Bandit Character is killed?

The Colty Gang player — in Survival Rating order.

When the Colonel McReady player kills a Firepower card, who chooses which card is discarded?

The Colonel McReady player.

When the Colty Gang player kills a Firepower card, who chooses which card is discarded?

The Colty Gang player.

If a player is forced to discard a card when his hand is empty, what happens?

Nothing — there is simply no discard.

Does the game end the moment the Turn Marker reaches the last space of the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake
Creek Station battlefield, or do both players still get to play their turns at this space?

Both players get to complete their turns.

When you get to a draw card as a special action, for instance with Bounty Hunter, are you allowed to immediately
play the drawn card?

Yes.

Can True Grit tokens save cards from death when derailing the train?

No, and even cards bearing the Impervious icon are discarded.

After we’ve completed a battlefield are the cards there discarded?

No. The cards remain in play — and may still be moved by other cards.

When the Colty Gang player derails the train, does this cause all cards to be discarded— even those from
previous battlefields?

No. Only those cards at the 3:15 Express from Rattlesnake Creek Station battlefield are removed (except
Sandstorm, if it is in play). To be clear, the Colty Gang player may only derail the train during his turn — and if he
does, any detrimental effects of losing bandits he doesn’t save must still be resolved.

If I move a card using an ability or another card, do I have to pay the card’s cost again?

No — the costs and 'Come into play effects' only apply when actually playing the card from your hand, not when
moving between battlefields.

When you move a card to a different battlefield, its 'Come into play effect' will not resolve.
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When you bring a card into play straight from your hand or a discard pile, its 'Come into play effect' will resolve.

Example: You move the Buffalo Stampede card using "You didn’t see this coming". You don't have to discard
two cards to move the buffalo card, but you don't get to remove another of your opponent's firepower cards
either.

What is the point of the small icons in the bottom left of each card?

They are there for deck building purposes — they have no bearing during play.

Clarify killing, destroying and True Grit

In general, if a card effect tells you to 'kill' or 'destroy' one or more cards, you pick the target card(s) and make your
opponent discard them.

Killed Bandit Characters are chosen by the Colty Gang player, within the limits of Survival Rating, and removed
from play instead.

If the target card has a True Grit token on it, the token is removed but the card remains in play. For game purposes
(like Mexican Border or extra turn from "Skinny" Landell), this however still counts as 'killed'. Effectively, the
character can be 'killed' twice.

In some instances the True Grit token is ignored and the card is discarded (or removed from play) anyway. Cards
that ignore True Grit in the base game are:

l Derail the Train
l "Adios Amigo!"
l "I only came along fer the ride!"— none of the cards killed or sacrificed can be saved.

A card that has the Impervious icon on it cannot be killed any way other than by derailing the train.

Sandstorm cannot be destroyed by any means except the Clear Skies card from Promotional Set: By the Gun
They Died on page 19.

Clarify discarding cards

If a card effect forces you to discard a certain number of cards, and you don’t have that many cards in your hand,
you simply discard whatever you can. If you are empty-handed, you don’t discard anything. Then again, if you
have to pay a card cost, and you don’t have that many cards in your hand to discard, you cannot play that card.

Any Firepower card in the current battlefield can be willingly discarded by its owner during his turn — this can be
used for tactical reasons through use of other cards, such as to bring a card back and resolve its nasty card effect
again.

Clarify the discard pile

Cards are put into the discard pile face up. 'One-shot effect' cards are discarded right after you have played them.
Firepower and Row-Blocking cards are discarded after having been killed, destroyed, or willingly discarded by
their owner. You may look through your opponent’s discard pile at any time.

Clarify the extra turns gained when certain Bandit Characters are killed

If "Kittens" Mackenzie is killed before you reachRattlesnake Creek then you will play two extra turns there.

If "Skinny" Landell is killed before you leaveRattlesnake Creek then you will play one extra turn there.

Other important stuff to remember

A card effect on some Bandit Characters force discarding a card. It is the Colty Gang player who is forced to do so.

Card effects target cards in the current battlefield only, unless the card clearly states otherwise.
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A Bandit Character must be killed during the Colonel McReady player's turn to prevent the removal of Mexican
Border cube tokens.

True Grit tokens soak a kill; however the kill attempt still prevents the removal of Mexican Border cube tokens.

The 'One-shot effect' cards that let you draw after another action will let you draw despite the target of the action
not being in play.

FAQ: Expansion 1.1
Answers to frequently asked questions about Expansion 1.1.

Is Isabella Chastain a valid target for the Tomahawk card?

Yes. Isabella is a Bounty Hunter.

Can I play Pedro— The Organ Grinder's Monkey when there are already 14 cube tokens on the Mexican Border
card?

Yes, but you can't add a cube token to Mexican Border. The maximum number of cube tokens on this card is 14.

How do I use the Chinese Fireworks card?

Play this card during your opponent's turn when he plays a card from his hand. That card won't be executed and
goes directly to the discard pile. You can cancel any card (action or Firepower/Character card) this way.

Regular costs for playing a card should always be paid whether the card is cancelled or not!

When your opponent discards two additional cards (on top of the card's cost) the card isn't cancelled.

Where do The Baldwin sisters go, when they are removed?

Place this card on the discard pile of Colonel McReady player.

I have another copy of this expansion. Can use the cards from this expansion in my deck too?

Yes, but you may only have one copy of each unique named card in your deck.

What are unique named cards?

Examples include: Josie "Dead-eye" Logan; First Deputy, Charlie Weathers;Quincey "The Spider" Whitmore;
Colonel Ned McReady; Elias Hooker; Brady Logan; The Jackson Clan;McManus and Schumacher; John Black
Elk; Isabella Chastain — Bounty Hunter; Pedro — The Organ Grinder's Monkey.

Related information

Expansion 1.1: Ambush onGunshot Trail 20
Expansion 1.1 components 54

FAQ: Expansion 1.2
Answers to frequently asked questions about Expansion 1.2.

Can I play Quick Draw at San Manzanillo Prison to add 1 to my score?

No. The normal phases of a turn are replaced with special rules at the prison. Only Firepower cards can be played
(plus a small number of cards which the rules specifically state may be played at the prison).
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I have First Deputy, Charlie Weathers on the Rattlesnake Creek battlefield with the Brad Runyan— Undertaker
card slid under him. If the Colty Gang player plays Dragged Behind a Horse to move Charlie backwards one
battlefield, does the Undertaker go with him?

Yes. Brad Runyan — Undertaker always moves with the deputy he is attached to.

Is Brad Runyan— Undertaker removed from the game with the card he is attached to?

No. Only the attached card is put back in the game box. Brad Runyan — Undertaker goes to the discard pile.

Can I play an Apache Scout card ahead of time at the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield?

Yes. The same applies to Cherokee Freedman cards and other cards of that ilk. Their firepower will be counted
toward the player totals, only if the Colty Gang player decides to enter San Manzanillo Prison.

I have a Stagecoach card with two tokens on it at Buzzard Point. When I remove a token to move Stagecoach,
which battlefield does it move to? Rattlesnake Creek or San Manzanillo Prison?

You choose which battlefield it will move to, costing you only one token in either case. The prison is an optional
stop when moving.

During the course of the game, I have played three Apache Scout cards on the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield
for a firepower total of 6. The Colty Gang player decides at the last minute to not enter the prison. What do I do?

Continue with the game and forget about your well-laid plans! Placing too much at the prison may very well
discourage the Colty Gang player from entering San Manzanillo Prison to try and gain a superb gang member, but
may make you weaker for later sections of the game.

If the Colty Gang player avoids San Manzanillo Prison, what happens to the Ambush card and face down Padlock
icon cards placed there?

They remain face down.

If the Colty Gang player plays Nitroglycerin at the San Manzanillo Prison, does he gain a Wound token ?

Yes.

Can Santiago be killed when resolving the Ambush card at San Manzanillo Prison?

No! The battle to free Santiago isn't played yet. Only bandits who are part of the Colty Gang can be killed this way.

I have another copy of this expansion, can use the cards from this expansion in my deck too?

Yes, but you still have to follow the deck building rules; add only one copy of each unique named card to your
deck and replace a card with a card of the same type.

What are unique named cards?

Examples include: Josie "Dead-eye" Logan; First Deputy, Charlie Weathers;Quincey "The Spider" Whitmore;
Colonel Ned McReady; Elias Hooker; Brady Logan; The Jackson Clan;McManus and Schumacher; John Black
Elk; Isabella Chastain — Bounty Hunter; Pedro — The Organ Grinder's Monkey; Estella Morales; Douglas
Mortimer; Captain James Barclay Mantooth — Texas Ranger; Brad Runyan — Undertaker.

Related information

Expansion 1.2: Hunt theManDown 21
Expansion 1.2 components 54

FAQ: Expansion 1.3
Answers to frequently asked questions about Expansion 1.3.

How do identify Frontier deck cards?

Check the design on the back of the cards; Frontier deck cards have imagery of a Peacemaker .45 pistol and coins
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on a blood-stained map.

Can I use Lasso to put Old Three Toes on top of the Colonel McReady player's deck?

Yes. Following on from that, this is one of the few instances when a player would draw a Frontier card without
paying a Dollar Coin token.

The Colty Gang player has playedOld Three Toes atWhiskey Canyon, and I removed one of the bear's True Grit
tokens with "Dang it!". When the Colty Gang player replays Old Three Toes later in the game, does he come into
play with a True Grit token or not?

The Old Three Toes card has no memory of past card plays, so he comes into play with a True Grit token each time
he's played. Angry bear!

I have a hand of five cards. Three of the cards in my hand are from the main Colty Gang deck and two are from
the Frontier deck (different card-back). When I play Old Three Toes, can my opponent pick from between the
card-backs for my random discard cost?

Yes. Your opponent can choose, from the card-backs alone, any card he likes.

What is the point of the Jimmy Shaker — Judgement Day Preacher card?

It is used primarily as a bluff, but, like all cards, may be used towards the cost of playing another card.

The Prototype Davis Motor Wagon card has a Gunsight icon on it. How does that work if the Colty Gang player
plays the card?

With the inclusion of the Frontier deck, the Gunsight icon's ability is expanded to cover whoever plays the card. So
in this case, the Colonel McReady player would have to kill the Prototype Davis Motor Wagon card before any
other cards.

Related information

Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier 23
Expansion 1.3 components 55

FAQ: Expansion 1.4
Answers to frequently asked questions about Expansion 1.4.

If I place the Eagle token on the Strongbox card, what happens to the card underneath?

The card underneath cannot be fetched until the Eagle token is removed.

If I play the Strongbox card and have no other cards in my hand, what happens?

You have wasted Strongbox! It remains uselessly in play.

I have Brady Logan placed at theWhiskey Canyon battlefield. Sandstorm has already been placed there by the
Colty Gang player, when he then puts the Eagle token on Brady Logan. Do I then only have one row in which to
now place a card?

Yes. Though you could always voluntarily remove the Eagle-affected deputy, and place him in your discard pile.

Can I play the Horseman's Longcoat card to put another card down at the Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon
scene?

No. The Horseman's Longcoat card specifically mentions San Manzanillo Prison as its placement condition.

The Colonel McReady player has three deputies in play, all with a firepower value of 1. One of the deputy cards
has a Volcanic Pistol card underneath it, adding +3 to its firepower. Can I destroy all three deputies with Stick of
Dynamite?

Yes. The Volcanic Pistol card is only an Attachment — the deputy's base firepower is still one.
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Can I play Double the Guardwhen play has moved to the San Manzanillo Prison battlefield — as the rules say in
Expansion 1.2: Hunt the Man Down on page 21, "ignore the text on any cards played there"?

No. The same goes for "Wriggler" Hooley and the Swain Boys.

As the Colonel McReady player I have Drusilla Wilcox and/or Rock-strewn Vantage Point in play — what happens
when the Colty Gang player uses a Stick of Dynamite card?

Rock-strewn Vantage Point is the first card to be destroyed, because it has the Gunsight icon . And, as it has a

firepower value of 0, you should lose up to 3 further points worth of lawmen cards. If Drusilla Wilcox is chosen

as a target by the Colty Gang player, a further four points worth of lawmen cards may be killed. She's not called
the "wolf in sheep's clothing" for nothing!

Related information

Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star 25
Expansion 1.4 components 56

FAQ: Expansion 1.5
Answers to frequently asked questions about Expansion 1.5.

The Colonel McReady player has played Valley of the Gwangi between the The Bank at Repentance Springs and
Whiskey Canyon battlefields. After the Colty Gang reachesWhiskey Canyon, the Colonel McReady player
reveals the Rockslide ambush card. Which battlefield does play now continue upon?

The Valley of the Gwangi battlefield. Nasty!

Can the Colonel McReady player play the Valley of the Gwangi Battlefield card between Buzzard Point and the
San Manzanillo Prison battlefields?

Yes. The Colonel McReady player can play his card between any of the battlefields.

If the Colty Gang player skips visiting San Manzanillo Prison, and the Valley of the Gwangi Battlefield card is
someplace between Buzzard Point and Rattlesnake Creek, does he still have to traverse through the valley?

Yes.

Related information

Expansion 1.5: Death Ridesa Horse 28
Expansion 1.5 components 57
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The world of Revolver
Background material, setting the scene for the game.

Character biographies
The good, the bad and the ugly — dishing the dirt on key characters in Revolver.

Characters in the base game

Jack "The Crow" Colty

Crow's mother died in giving birth to him, but this didn't turn him bad. No, what turned
him bad was seeing a group of men shoot his impoverished father and take the farm
from under his still-warm corpse. He's never been on the right side of the law since.
Burglary, mail train robbery and large-scale cattle rustling are hallmark of his life.
The Crow doesn't believe any of the glorious tales about the new saviour of the
town, and has hinted strongly over many a bourbon that he has proof of the shady
deals and bizarre deaths of opponents leading to the Colonel's rise in power…

"Skinny" Landell

Originally a fur trapper like his father before him, moved on to robbing stage-coaches when he realised that the
pickings were better and the beaver more plentiful. Joined Crow's gang when his own gang were picked off in one
single bloody battle at the San Pedro River. Has amassed a personal fortune from his robbing activities. Trouble
is, his brain is so addled from his frequent morphine and opium binges that he has no idea where it's buried.

Cortez

Adopted by the Jackson clan for services rendered by his Mohave father in the civil war, has still got strong links to
both his tribe and to the Jackson's. On indefinite loan to the Crow, in return for protection of the Jackson's many
business ventures. And collects fingers and toes.
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Annie "Gutshot" McGraw

Annie was cards champion of Jerome town and acquired her "Gutshot" moniker from her favourite poker hand. But
all this changed when she lost her husband in the Arizona Easter Day Gas blast where eighteen miners were
buried.

Bereft of any goods and cattle, Annie sold herself to the Jerome town "crib" (the lowest of all low brothels) to feed
her six kids. She worked all day and night, with men lining up outside for hours during cattle-drive season, and
hardly left the front door from one season to the next.

Each one of her kids died before their tenth year from cholera and the TB. When a rich benefactor 'married' the
owner of the brothel and 'freed' all the sisters, she was left with nothing again except her poodle "Russell". That
was until Crow came along and taught her to shoot for a living...

Bruno "Hen-house" Caple & Josie "Legs" Newcombe

Henhouse and Legs are THE notorious duo who terrified the residents of La Paz on the Colorado River. Between
them their kidnapping and extortion rackets made them more money than the nearby silver and copper mines. 'Til
they were cornered by the local preacher and his posse who shot off Josie's left leg and strung Henhouse up to
die.

But, cut down in the middle of the night by Crow and hiding for three straight days in a hot, stinking chicken coop,
Henhouse lived to fight another day, this time for Crow. And Legs, well, she had to make do with a left leg made
out of the cross from what was left of the preacher's church.

Missy Jameson

Jameson used to be a lady. She spent her life looking after the aged aunt who brought her up properly, teaching
her to fence and play the piano. But when her aunt died, the estate somehow became the property of Colonel
McReady.

Jameson took to the hills, swearing to take revenge on the Colonel and take back her estate, and was all too ready
to take up with Colty when she learned of their mutual dislike of the town's saviour.

She's now the blade mistress of the gang, well versed in all matters of knife and sword. And she still a lady –
maintaining a strict policy of no guns at dinner and no going to bed without washing the blood off first.

Manolito

Manolito's father fought on the wrong side during the war with Mexico. After the war he was imprisoned for 50
years for alleged misconduct during the war, allegations which were never proved even after his death from the
fever.

Manolito was taken in by two spinsters living in a hut on the prairie from which they launched their periodic bank
raids with the help of local Indians. He was always taught the value of money, a lesson he never forgot when he
heard about the $5000 reward money from the Colonel and the marshals for the capture of Jack Colty and his
gang.

"Kittens" MacKensie

Kittens is a mystery. No-one knows where she came from or how she came to hang around with Colty. Some say
she's Colty's sister from another marriage, still others that she's an old flame.

No-one even knows why she calls herself kittens. No-one likes to ask. Because if there's one thing that people do
know about her, it's that she's killed more people than the rest of the gang put together.

Harry "Boxcars" Houndy

When her old pa died of the pox, young Henrietta knew that there was no way that the town was going to let a
woman run the cattle ranch. So Henrietta became Harry and learnt to wear britches and ride a horse crossways.
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The thing is, she liked being a man so much and she's done it so long, some say she's forgotten herself that she
was born different. But she still insists on bathing alone...

Salomon "Doc" Mason & Lenny "The Pig" Mason

The Masons were the family next ranch down. Doc (called Doc because he was the only man for fifty miles with a
book in his house that wasn't the Good one) and his two sons drifted into lawlessness after their cattle ranch
repeatedly fell prey to crime.

Rumour was that the marshals were in the pay of the local gangs which regularly raided their ranches. Eventually,
enough was enough and The Pig walked into the Marshal's office with a fully loaded shot-gun. In the ensuing
shoot-out no-one was killed but two marshals were wounded, and the Mason's life of crime had begun...

Sir Marmaduke Poncenby Smythe

Parents enslaved to a kindly farmer in Alabama who became an enormously rich cotton baron and treated his
people better than his own family. Unfortunately congress freed the slaves, meaning that his parents had to leave
the state within 30 days.

Starving and destitute they ended up in a concentration camp run by wellmeaning northerners. Marmaduke was
born to parents who were free but hungry, and was named after their former master. They finally died of starvation
when he was three.

Marmaduke fell into one adventure after another, at one time training to be a preacher, at another to be a spy for
confederate gangs, till saved by the Crow from nearly ending his days on the end of a rope after being accused of
being over-familiar with a white miner's wife.

Bullet

An unlicensed, aggressive mutt, and very possibly the most loyal member of Colty's gang, Bullet has saved the
Crow's life more times than he cares to recall. Once ripped out the throat of a wagon master outside the Alamo
saloon.

Micky Mason

The Pig's younger brother, Micky's been Colty's runabout pal since they were small enough to hide standing up in
prairie grass. Since then, they've had more adventures together than they would care to mention, especially not to
the Marshalls. Loyal and true, Micky would take a bullet for Colty...and at some point probably will.

Poppy McReady

The fiery daughter of the Colonel, she knows some of her father's tactics aren't strictly above board and when hard
evidence of this came her way was quick to pass it on to the love of her life, The Crow.

Colonel Ned McReady

No-one knows much about the colonel's past, but what is known is that he's recently found the good word of the
Lord, is honest and fair, and has money from somewhere.

He's been a much needed tonic for the ailing town since the gold-rush turned out to be a flash in the gold pan and
the place started to become just another dead-end farming settlement. And he was always in the right place at the
right time. Since the mayor died in a mysterious mine-shaft accident, he was good enough to step up to the plate
and take hold of the reins of power...

Characters from Promotional Set

Elias Hooker

Elias Hooker had a bitter dispute during a poker game in a saloon in Oklahoma, and was later arrested for the
murder of Gus Armstrong during the most ferocious thunderstorm anybody could recall.
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On April 19,1885 a vigilante mob of over a hundred fifty men stormed the jail, and dragged out Elias, along with
Jim Evans, Jesse Miller, and D.B. Nott. All four of them were hanged in an abandoned barn behind the jail. Elias
survived, against the odds, when he was cut down minutes after his short-drop attempted execution, by Deputy
'Clay' Beckwith — he and ten lawmen broke up the vigilante gathering. The records state that thirty men were
arrested that moon-lit April night, but the records do not tell if the other prisoners survived.

After being taken to Surgeon's Hall, the authorities decided to reprieve Elias and his sentence was commuted to
transportation for four years. While serving his sentence, Elias turned to the teachings of the Good Book for
guidance — returning to Repentance Springs a changed man. Soon, he found that his gunfighting and horse-
handling skills had attracted the recognition of Ned McReady, who gave the man a badge. When Jack Colty
rained bullets about town, Elias was one of the first to ride with Ned. The rest is history...

Brady Logan

Originally from Ireland, Brady Logan had a chequered career before finding himself a deputy at Repentance
Springs — he joined the navy in 1856 aged 15 years and 9 months, and spent most of his early career aboard
HMS Royal Adelaide. He also spent three months of his service in diving bells in the Mediterranean.

The records show that he married on September 14th 1867 in St Senan's Church in Kilrush. It is not recorded if the
couple had any children. Brady was later discharged (referred to as a 'bad chicken dinner') from HMS Liverpool for
reasons unstated, but guessed to be insobriety on duty.

After his wife died of 'The Shakes', Brady sobered up and travelled to America, visiting his sister and her mining
engineer husband — both were employed by the Cottonwood Mining Company. Brady worked at Rattlesnake
Creek for a time, utilising his knowledge of rifles and explosives to make a few bucks — even completing a
contract for Fort Murphy up at Lincoln County.

Colonel Ned McReady deputised Brady when the McSween brothers and gang kidnapped Jackie Peppin. During
the gunfight at Peppin farm, on Sept 1st, 1891, Brady shot both brothers in the face at one hundred yards, and also
"Turkey" Joe in the buttocks. Ned is reported to have called Brady Logan "The best shot with a rifle the Lord has
ever seen." Noted to have an eagle tattoo on his left forearm, from his service days, Brady also sports a small scar
on his upper lip — he insists it was cut by an Apache knife, others whisper that it was from years of playing the
Mouth Harp. Badly.

Married his second wife, Josie Hopkins, at St Ezekiel's Episcopal Church. Was also once struck by lightning during
the summer of 1890.

Characters from Expansion 1.1

Sister Sara

The Perpetual Adoration of Our Lady of Pure Innocence Convent in the hills below Apache Peak was a tiny
convent with a big name. lt consisted of two rooms, the dormitory and the school-room, and a basement which
housed the kitchen, the stores, and the Abbess. Its only treasure was in the form of little Sister Sara and little Sister
Bernadette, beautiful in heart and inseparable in all things.

But the night the dormitory was left unlocked, Sister Bernadette wandered innocently down to the kitchen only to
be confronted with the horror of the goings-on between the Abbess and monks from the nearby monastery. She
spent the night mortifying herself against her prayer-board, and by the morning the spirit had moved her to the
solution — to burn the building to the ground and cleanse it of evil.

She told Sister Sara of this and though the two of them wept, they both knew it was the only way. That very night
the convent was aroused by horrendous screams and cries out on the hillside... and so Sister Bernadette lured the
sinful Abbess and the sisters out into the night, while Sister Sara lit the kindling which quickly brought the old
convent to the ground, watched by the weeping sisters.
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Thus were the sins of the Abbess, and the monks, (and also of many of the rich and good of Sulger City including
the Mayor), paid for in the sight of the lord. Nobody was ever to find out where those cries in the night had come
from, because they surely hadn't come from Sister Bernadette, whose blameless remains were found in the ashes
of the convent the next morning.

Sister Sara never spoke again. She spent many days wandering the hills, living on berries and spring water. One
morning as the mist rose over the chattering waters, she heard a voice which made her heart leap in her chest.
Sister Bernadette! And there was her beloved friend hovering over the water, eyes bright with spiritual love. "Don't
worry my dear heart, for I will never leave you," came the heavenly voice, and as she faded away from out of the
tall grasses trotted a mule!

Not for a moment did Sister Sara doubt who resided in the body of the mule, a mule which followed her for the rest
of her days, fighting for her and, some nights it is said, speaking to her in the blessed voice of her friend. Her
greatest weapon when she was welcomed into the Crow 'family' was the bite and kick of her mule. That and the
Baby Paterson .24 she kept concealed in her habit.

Eli Stringer

Eli Stringer was clever, tough, and very vain. He had yet to go anywhere, be it a dance or a gunfight, without first
washing his armpits and brushing his cowlicks. McReady knew that Eli had once been a professional soldier... just
didn't know who it was for. It certainly wasn't the American Army (either side) and it wasn't the Mexicans or the
British.

He seemed to have some connection with the Mohave and had once been friends with Cortez who now ran with
the Crow's bandits. There was rumour that there was a wife somewhere, and some children somewhere else. And
there were debts... McReady assumed for gambling but he couldn't be sure. And because he was always willing to
help the deserving (and useful), McReady was quick to offer to pay off Eli Stringer's debts in exchange for some
help from the Indians, maybe even some enduring pact.

Little did McReady suspect that Eli already had an agreement about McReady with the Mohave — that if he could
gather a dossier of the dirty on the Colonel to sell to the Jackson Clan, they would sort out a little problem of Eli's. A
little problem involving a hare-lipped Irish landlord called Shamus Gladheart, the loss of a fortune on a drunken
bet one moonlit night, and a wife and child kept locked in a basement till Eli could come up with said fortune.

And McReady wasn't to find out for a long time that every time Eli Stringer slept he dreamed, and every dream was
of a Mohave brave killing an Irish landlord very, very slowly...

Cooter and Bobby Joe

Cooter and Bobby Joe were brothers by a different mother, and had spent their long lives lying, stealing and
causing vexation both sides of the Mexican border. Baby Bobby Joe was taken in by Cooter's family as their own,
and as soon as they could run the two had run wild.

When they grew into young men and the curse of the neighborhood, their aged mother made them promise that
they would change their ways, that they would marry, find the lord and settle down on a farm. They broke every
promise. When she died she died penniless and heart-broken.

That very night their father drove the boys from the town and from his life with a pitchfork and strong words. They
lived in the hills, stealing cattle, taking purdy things from travelers on the market roads, and sometimes burgling
their own house for victuals. At heart though they were good boys, and when their father finally died they came
home to bury him and sell the house.

And what news they came home to! Their house had already been sold, by Bobby Joe's mother and her new
husband who had returned from Spain on a sailing ship just the day before their father died! She claimed that the
house and its land had been given to her in her ex-husband's will, and sure enough that is what it stated, in letters
shiny and new.
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She paid some thugs to beat the boys out of town, and spent the money on fine clothes and a man-servant, and a
horse and carriage, and she and her husband left immediately to return to Spain. Sadly for this tale, they never
made it and were never seen again. The boys kept those fine clothes in a trunk for the rest of their lives. Bobby Joe
liked them. He thought they were purdy.

The Cherokee Freedman

In 1863, by an act of the Cherokee National Council during the American Civil War, the Cherokee who supported
the Union abolished the practice of African slavery in the Cherokee Nation. In accordance with a treaty made with
the United States government in 1866, the Cherokee granted the Cherokee Freedmen full citizenship, with voting
rights and equal sharing in annuities and land settlements.

Pinkertons

The Pinkerton National Detective Agency was a private U.S. security guard and detective agency established by
Allan Pinkerton in 1850. Pinkerton became famous when he claimed to have foiled a plot to assassinate
president-elect Abraham Lincoln, who later hired Pinkerton agents for his personal security during the Civil War.

McManus

Born in Glasgow, Scotland, William McManus was by all accounts 'a mean son of a bitch.' A blacksmith by trade,
he was active in the British Chartist movement as a young man before moving to the United States.

He was originally hired by the Dillingham Express railroad company to track down the murderer "Judge" Lafayette
Horn, and an assortment of other train robbers. His last recorded assignment for the Pinkerton Agency was to
chase down Jack Colty. McManus was also known to play the mandolin.

Characters from Expansion 1.2

Santiago

Santiago, currently being held in San Manzanillo Prison, is Jack Colty's uncle — so the whispers tell. No-one can
say for sure. Whatever his origin, he is charged with repeatedly attempting to disturb the purity of his young
brothers and sisters. And he knows things, and it is this knowledge which has both brought him to within inches of,
and saved him from, the scaffold.

But those people say... they say that he has without exception outraged the tranquillity of every person who has
ever offered him the slightest solace, that his pleasure lies only in causing pain and disturbance, that he is in his
own person a crime unto the Lord. That he was born without a soul.

Klaus (and Estella Morales)

Klaus was born nameless in a poor Austrian village and was sold to Arab traders before he could talk. However,
his emerging athletic talents brought him to the attention of a circus impresario who brought him to the New World
as Klaus, the astonishing "German" Jumping Baby.

Klaus's talents grew, and by the time he was a young man was known as the best athlete in the South. Long
limbed and dark-haired he was the talk of every town he travelled through, a fact which was not unnoticed by the
jealous husbands... one night he awoke to find himself a foot deep in the Gila River in Cochise County, mangled
from a beating he could barely recall with the limited brain-meat left in him.

He was rescued by the Pima people who saw him as a gift from the sacred river and nursed back to health with
corn and Mesquite beans. So he learned to talk again, but only the O'odham language. And so he learned to walk
again. But he would jump no more.

Mexican emigrants became numerous over the years from the various gold rushes in the region, and he soon
caught the eye of the young Estella Morales, the rich heir to sales of Mexican land to the Americans. On a whim
she had her father 'rescue' him, and he became her lapdog. When it turned out he would have nothing to do with
her lap she dragged him in front of her father and accused him of refusing to say his prayers, notwithstanding his
limited thinking and O'odham language.
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And so he found himself locked in a cell waiting to be transported to he knew not where, when the walls were
blown open with dynamite and he found himself on a whole new adventure...

Brad Runyan

Brad was always good with his hands. Good at making boxes to bury things in. Good at killing little things to put in
the boxes. Cockroaches, rats, birds.... a perfect box for each one. Dogs, mules... a perfect box for each one. Of
course, he never actually buried them. They gradually filled up his little house in Whetstone.

It wasn't till he was quite advanced in years that he discovered that his pastime could also be a profession.

Douglas Mortimer (and Estella Morales)

Mortimer was part of the American army which fought against the Apache and the Yavapai, and met Mickey Free
who had (it is claimed) been kidnapped as a twelve year-old by the great Apache leader, Cochise. Then, in his
later years, he met Estella Morales, the daughter of a rich Mexican landowner, and he fell in love for the first time.
Together they planned a better life far from all the warring, the Indians and the Mexicans and the Civil War... it was
all getting too much for an old man.

He bought a leafy town house for the two of them in Louisiana, and a small-holding and two horses. She promptly
gave these to her next lover and he never saw her again. Well, not until he was recruited by Captain Mantooth to
fight bandits, and there she was, whispering in the Captain's ear, drawing up plans...

Locations
History and rumours of notable locations in Revolver.

Locations in the base game

The bank job!

Crow was sent a letter by dove inviting him to a one-on-one no weapon meeting with McReady at the bank.
Knowing it wasn't the dove of peace, Crow turned up with all his men and all his weapons ready. And it was to be
a double-shock for the colonel when the god-fearing man saw his own daughter counting herself as one of the
crow's band!

In the ensuing gun-fight, it wasn't only Crow that saw the Colonel's own men shoot the sheriff to frame Crow. So
did an innocent school-marm, who coincidently also copped it…. In the chase, only McReady and a couple of his
hand-picked know that he doesn't want his traitor of a daughter back. He just wants her dead. It's what the Lord
would have wanted.

Repentance Springs

Gold was first discovered in Repentance Springs in 1882 by a man named Bill "King" Stevens who, while riding
along the trail, saw free gold glittering on the ground and immediately filed a claim. A tent city soon sprang up as
other miners heard of the gold find and flocked to the area.

The Marsten Hotel was built in 1883, which did a brisk business to the area miners. This ramshackle hotel was a
haven to many murderers and cutthroats over the years, but none could hold a flickering candle to Ned McReady,
who frequently made home and office in room 237.

Lacking the funds to develop a mine, Stevens sold his claim in 1889 to Judge Esdren and Thomas Blackberry,
who in turn sold it to the Bayhorse Mining Company. The mining camp was named Camp Charlotte and in 1890
the first post office was established for the growing population.
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Other than the dreadful business between McReady and Jack Colty, another noteworthy story that spread over the
border was of Emma Torrence, sometime resident of Repentance Springs, who was kidnapped as a young girl by
Apaches after they had massacred her family. The Apaches then sold her to the Mojave Indians, whom she lived
with for five years. Emma was rescued in 1902 near Whiskey Canyon.

Rattlesnake Creek

Before Rattlesnake Creek became known as the liveliest town in state, the area was first roamed by the Piros
Indians before they were forced out by the fierce Apache. Though the region is arid and dotted with lava rock, the
Indians found it abundant with game and made it one of their hunting grounds. Though sparsely populated for
centuries, that all changed when prospectors found gold in the Red Oak Mountains.

Originally discovered by a horse thief named Ed Baxter, allegedly an escapee from a Texas prison, Baxter shared
his find with a financier friend by the name of "Wriggler" Hooley. Though the Wriggler was ecstatic, Baxter had no
interest in gold and soon moved on, leaving his find to his money-loving friend — who was said to have shot
thirteen men in the back, two of whom were white.

Word soon spread of the gold find and within a year, a new mining camp, filled with tents was born. The camp was
called Stinking Rock after a small dirty stream near the community that was overshadowed by a queer-looking
column of rock. In 1881 a post office was established and permanent buildings began to replace the tents and
rambling shacks. The boom town quickly grew, supporting some 40 different businesses, including four
newspapers, two hotels, three churches, a sawmill, a bank, an opera house, a railroad station, livery stables, and a
number of the ever present saloons and gambling houses.

In the meantime, prospector "Wriggler" Hooley founded two claims called the Dixie Mine and the South Dixie Mine.
The mountain where the gold was found was called Jefferson Mountain. Eventually, the gold miner sold his claim
for $500,000, and built himself a ranch overlooking the railroad line, setting himself up with his new-found gin-
loving bride, Jane, daughter of a venerable carpenter.

Locations in expansion 1.1

History of the Gunshot Trail

Originally most settlers travelled the Gunshot Trail in farm wagons, four feet by ten feet, with a thousand pounds of
food. These wagons had cotton covers treated with linseed oil to keep the rain out. Many were equipped with tool
boxes, the Good Book, barking dogs, water containers, and spare axles — as breaking an axle without a spare
meant abandoning the wagon.

The settlers wanted to start a new life, or build a farm, or start panning or digging for gold. Whether crossing the
country on the Gunshot Trail was worth the trouble or not, only the early pioneers know for sure. Nowadays you
don't see as many folks take the trail, but the wagon ruts are still there for all to spy.

As of 1885, the most formidable occurrence on the Gunshot Trail was the Wayne Massacre. A cow wandered from
an emigrant wagon train, and a nearby Cherokee village found it and ate it. Thirty-eight men lead by Lieutenant
Colonel Josiah Wayne set out to make the Cherokee Indians pay for their mistake. When the troops got to the
village, the indians realized their blunder and offered a horse in return. Wayne ordered his men to fire on the tribe.
During the butchery, it was noted by witnesses that Captain McReady asked for Cherokee Chief Gawonii and his
wife to be spared, but that Wayne still shot them dead.

All that told, the Gunshot Trail did not get its name from that incident, but merely from the accidental gun shots of
people fooling around with guns, or from half-cocked pistols in the settlers' wagons.

Locations in expansion 1.2

San Manzanillo Prison

Before the American Civil War, the land making up the prison was cleared by slaves. After the Civil War,
sharecroppers originally worked the land. The sharecroppers were soon replaced by prisoners under a convict
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leasing program.

Throughout San Manzanillo's tough history, many prisoners dreaded being sent to there because of the arduous
work assignments, the dangerous conditions, and the difficulty of escaping the unit. One warden, Samuel
Wainscoat, was rumoured to have beaten nineteen men to death with his fists for minor infractions of prison policy.
He also had a habit for knocking out inmates teeth with his heel.

The main prison building, a red-brick structure, was constructed by inmate labour. The San Manzanillo unit is
widely regarded as the cruellest in Texas.

Tales
Stories and reports from the world of Revolver.

The Harsh Realities of Frontier Life (from Expansion 1.3)

My journey down the western seaboard has finally brought me to the most southerly regions of this great
country of ours.

As any pioneer, settler, or frontiersman will tell you, life in the shadow of the Glass Mountains, a mere
stone's throw from the Mexican border, can be hard, very hard indeed.

Stories abound of attacks on the innocent and unwary by, not only bandits and thieves, but alligators,
and even a monstrous bear with only three toes that seemingly cannot be killed; a place where robbery,
murder, and even the ravishing of women is commonplace.

An almost lawless region — those entrusted the duty of upholding law and order, are sometimes as
abominable as the desperadoes they chase.

This county is rightly known for being one of the most corrupt in the state; fortunes made or lost, on the
back of favours done, bribes paid, and threats made; where your prosperity or even survival can fall on
the toss of a coin; where a single storm can wipe out a farmer's entire crop, and thus a family's very
livelihood.

So, you are asking, why would anyone choose to settle out in this wild and windswept part of the
nation? I took the opportunity of arriving in this hostile but scenically beautiful territory to try answer that
very question. An old friend had arranged for me to visit one of the remote farmsteads that dot the
landscape and speak to the Gibsons, a young family who moved out west some five years ago.

We set out on horseback, accompanied by Major Kidsley and a squad of troopers for our protection.
This was necessary because, as I was told, just a month before a band of travelling entertainers had
disappeared, after making appearances in a number of towns, never to be seen again.

Despite setting out early in the morning, the sky was starting to darken by the time we reached the bend
in the river which indicated the boundary of the Gibsons' land. A pretty little log cabin, with roses around
the door, came in to view, located between a wood at its rear, and a briskly flowing stream; and with
what turned out to be a well-kept vegetable garden which sat within close reach of the kitchen, just
outside the cottage's side door.
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However, even through the failing light, it was clear things were not as they should be; the mud on
banks of the stream was churned up by horse's hooves, and to one side stood the charred remains of
what was once a livestock barn. As we approached, we were greeted with a scene that filled our very
souls with horror and chilled each of us to our very marrow.

The body of a flaxen haired woman, no older than myself, lay slumped in the dirt, still clutching a slightly
rusty double-barrelled shotgun, her flower-print dress blooded and slashed by what seemed to me, long
strokes — as a cavalry sabre would have made. The Major corrected my assumption and explained
they were more like the wide wounds inflicted by a tomahawk. I do not profess to be an expert in these
matters, so I didn't point out that I believed Indians never made use of farriers to shoe their horses.

Two dozen empty shotgun shells lay at the feet of this wife and mother, showing she had died a heroine,
defending the people and the home she clearly loved. The greatest tragedy in this horrific diorama was
at her back — two small figures, children about 6 or 7 years of age, one boy and one girl, both with the
same flaxen hair as their mother. Their small bodies having suffered similar wounds to those of the
mother, having died while trying to hide behind her skills.

Overcome by the sorry scene set out in front of us, several o f the accompanying, battled hardened
bluejackets, broke down and sobbed like babies. As to whether we were in any danger, I was told these
poor souls had been dead for at least a couple of weeks, judging by the overpowering, all permeating
stench of decay — which seemed to infuse our very being. I was grateful, that due to the retinue of our
country's finest, it would be extremely unlikely that these cowardly raiders would dare strike again while
they were on station.

A burial party was quickly formed, and these unfortunate individuals were laid to rest with all the respect
and dignity we could muster, next to that small house they called home. As the last few solemn words
were being said, and a white rose from the garden placed on each of the graves, the night sky was
punctuated by a giant flare of burning vapour rising from behind the trees some distance away. Almost
as if Old Nick himself was showing his disgust at the tragic events which had transpired.

The Major's only response to this event was "those damn Sheppersons are at it again with that
goddamn whiskey still — outta their sick minds on tarantula juice!" He quickly apologised to the graves
of the mother and her children for his cursing.

Upon returning to town, the Major made a full report to the local marshal — a full investigation was
undertaken which revealed the house had been ransacked, but no one could tell if anything had been
taken, apart from a handful of missing sheep.

Despite this, to this day, no one really knows what happened in that wooded glade, and no trace has
been found of the head of the household and father, William Gibson, or the family's dog Snowflake —
both o f whom are said to also have perished.

In memoriam: Mr William Gibson, Mrs Lindsey Gibson, and twins Lucy and Phillip Gibson.

May you rest in peace.
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Tales from the 'Broken Spur' - or the man who ran with outlaw Jack Colty (from
Expansion 1.5)

One of the first things you learn, when you travel extensively, is never book into the first hotel that
catches your eye after alighting the locomotive and having reached your destination. I have made this
mistake on more than one occasion.

So after seeking advice in the local general store and trading post, a smartly dressed local couple
pointed me towards "The Broken Spur", and what I was delighted to find, is the most salubrious dwelling
house this side of the Sacramento Mountains.

The Broken Spur is owned and managed by Jessica Sommer, a statuesque platinum blonde lady, who,
only after prolonged conversations with her, are you able to detect a trace of an accent which belays her
Germanic origins. At nearly six feet in height, she makes an incredibly striking figure as she glides
between the tables of the hotel's bar. Her piercing, steel blue, eyes flashing as she nods recognition to
each of her patrons.

Seemingly bereft of female companionship, Jessica, appeared to crave conversation, and as a reporter,
I was only too happy to oblige, because listening is what I do.

During the course of the second evening of my stay, during a shared meal of freshly caught river trout,
mien host, Jessica, revealed to me that "The Broken Spur" was playing host, the next evening, to a state-
wide poker tournament. This was due to be attended by Tiberius Peters, renowned ex-outlaw who once
ran with the notorious bandit Jack Colty, sometimes known as "The Crow". The name of Jack Colty is
widely known in this region, the mere mention of his name, bringing a cold dread to the hearts of men
and women alike.

The more dastardly deeds of this man and his nefarious band of hoodlums, having reached even
national consciousness - having been reported in this periodical a number of times over the past few
years. Given the potential of talking directly to a known associate of this individual, I had to grasp the
opportunity.

After much coaxing, Jessica agreed to introduce me the morning after the tournament, to Tiberius, or
"Duke" as he is more commonly monikered — so called because, unlike most of his peers, he could
read and write. He also suffered a heavy English accent. Just as the morning sunlight started to stream
though the etched glass of the hotel's windows, Jessica showed me through a heavy curtain at the rear
of the hotel's main bar. Seeming almost like a portal to another world, the cloth was to reveal a scene
only too familiar in this part of the world.

The foul odour of stale whiskey and cheap cigar smoke assaulted my senses to an almost
overwhelming extent. In the dim light that sneaked in around the edge of the heavy drapery, through
which I had just passed, I was able to perceive a large, green baize-covered table, which dominated the
centre of the room - the remnants of the previous evening's debauchery clothing the table's top.

A stocky individual sat, tilted back in a low bar chair, feet resting amid the poker cards and silver dollars
which littered the green baize. A brown billycock tipped forward obscured the man's face, but the
guttural rumble emanating from beneath the hat suggested he was subject to a deep drunken stupor.

A sharp, but polite cough from my elegant companion roused the sleeping form from his slumber. After a
brief introduction, "Duke" began to regale me with tales of the times he ran with Jack "the Crow" Colty,
and some of his compadres — men he only knew as "Dutch" and "the Spaniard".

Punctuated amidst the stories of gunfights, train robberies and heists were, rather surprisingly, stories of
kindness and generosity.

Such as the ransacking of a Federal grain store in order to feed the starving women and children of a
Lakota tribal village, who suffered due to enforced resettlement, and the harshest winter on record.
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Eager to learn more about this character, seen as a vile villain to most, but an almost Robin Hood like
figure to some, I pressed this ex-gang-member for more details, particularly of his complicated
background.

Our interview was rudely interrupted by the sounds of a scuffle, and some ungodly cussing, emanating
from the hotel's bar area.

A tall figure burst through the poker room's curtain covered entranceway, dark eyes darting around until
they fell upon my confidante.

Immediately an argument broke, and insults were hurled, "You cheating pig!" being the only one I am
able to put into print — then with a flash of gun metal, two shots rang out.

Tiberius slumped forward in his chair, a dark crimson stain befouling his shirt where he had been struck.
A fraction o f a second later, the tall, moustachioed man fell to the floor, his very lifeblood issuing from
the neat hole that had appeared, between his eyes, his mammoth six-shooter spilling his grasp,
clattering to the floor.

Amid the chaos of this tragic scene, Jessica stood, unmoved as a redwood tree in a summer breeze, a
thin wisp of smoke rising from the barrel of the Colt SAA revolver she held at arm's length. The pistol
disappearing among the folds of her petticoats as quickly as it had appeared. Rushing to my side, she
was overly fretful about the small lesion where a fragment of shrapnel had hit my arm — I assured her
that apart from being shaken, I was unharmed.

Turning to look at the man whom I had, just moments before, been interviewing, I expressed deep
anxiety for his condition, given the amount of blood pouring out of the wound to his shoulder. Jessica
glanced, briefly, over her shoulder and calmed my fears; there was nothing to concern myself about, as
Tiberius had received worse in the past, MUCH worse.

Recuperating well, thanks mainly to Jessica's tender ministrations, I sit literally bloodied but unbowed,
with the promise from "Duke" that when he is recovered enough we will be able to continue our
conversation and I can bring you the second part to my story.

Game components
Lists of all the components in the Revolver base game and expansions.
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Base game components
1 Rulebook

Various cards:

l Colonel McReady deck of 62 cards (sheriff's badge on rear)
l Colty Gang deck of 62 cards (spread of dollar coins and 'Wanted' text on rear)
l 16 Bandit Character cards (spread of dollar coins and 'Wanted' text on rear)
l 5 Battlefield cards
l 1 x Derail the Train card
l 1 x Mexican Border card

Tokens:

l 14 x Mexican Border tokens (red cubes )

l 6 x True Grit (extra life) tokens (hat graphic )

l 6 x Firepower tokens (white poker chip graphic )

1 x Turn Marker (small white cylinder)

Promotional Set components

All cards in this expansion feature a train icon for easy recognition.

14 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 5 x Apache Scout
l 1 x "Set the train ablaze!"
l 1 x Pony Express Relay Station
l 1 x Ruined Chapel at El Ray
l 1 x Herschel Papazian — Pinkerton Sharpshooter
l 1 x Sefton Redshaw — Bounty Hunter
l 1 x Clear Skies
l 1 x Brady Logan
l 1 x Elias Hooker
l 1 x "Wriggler" Hooley and the Swain Boys

13 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 1 x Bullet — Vicious Mutt (alternate Bandit Character)
l 1 x Buttermilk — Colty's Mustang (Firepower/Bandit Character card. Survival Rating: 4)
l 1 x Austin Granby — Railroad Engineer
l 1 x "She's carryin' your grandchild!"
l 5 x Banditos
l 1 x Turkey Joe
l 1 x Uncouple the Caboose
l 2 x Robber's Roost

Related information

PromotionalSet: By theGun TheyDied 19
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Expansion 1.1 components

All cards in this expansion feature a rattlesnake icon for easy recognition.

1 multi-fold guide to this expansion

11 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 1 x Isabella Chastain — Bounty Hunter
l 1 x John Black Elk
l 1 x McManus and Schumacher
l 5 x Pinkerton Agent
l 1 x "The first one's free, honey"
l 1 x The Baldwin sisters
l 1 x Pedro — The Organ Grinder's Monkey

11 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 3 x Tomahawk
l 3 x Cherokee Freedman
l 1 x Stagecoach
l 1 x Tumbleweed
l 1 x Civil War Flashbacks
l 1 x Dragged Behind a Horse
l 1 x Chinese Fireworks

2 Bandit Character cards:

l 1 x Sister Sara and Mule (Survival Rating: 2)
l 1 x Cooter and Bobby Joe (Survival Rating: 0)

6 Ambush cards (with a barbed wire border):

l 2 x Decoy Hat on a Rock
l 1 x Bear Trap
l 1 x Eli Stringer
l 1 x Apache Raiding Party
l 1 x Circling Buzzards

Tokens:

l 4 x True Grit (extra life) tokens
l 2 x Power tokens (Colty Gang)

Related information

Expansion 1.1: Ambush onGunshot Trail 20
FAQ: Expansion 1.1 37

Expansion 1.2 components

All cards in this expansion feature a spur icon for easy recognition.

1 multi-fold guide to this expansion

13 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 4 x Pinkerton Marshall
l 1 x "You're wanted in five states — I mean to take you in."
l 1 x Captain James Barclay Mantooth — Texas Ranger
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l 1 x Estella Morales
l 1 x Devil's River
l 1 x Saddlecloth Armoury
l 1 x Hidden Sniper
l 1 x Brad Runyan — Undertaker
l 1 x Papagos Guide
l 1 x Douglas Mortimer

13 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 3 x Arkansas Toothpick
l 3 x Garzista Revolutionary
l 1 x Train Roof Fight
l 1 x Quick Draw
l 1 x Concealed Palm Pistol
l 1 x Lakota Medicine Man
l 1 x Nitroglycerin
l 1 x Sad Hill Cemetery
l 1 x Klaus — The Hunchback

Module cards:

l 1 x "It's too darn quiet..." Ambush card (with a barbed wire border)
l 1 x Santiago imprisoned Bandit Character card (Survival Rating: 4)
l 1 x San Manzanillo Prison Battlefield card
l 1 x Prison prompt card

Tokens:

l 4 x Wound token
l 2 x Power token

Related information

Expansion 1.2: Hunt theManDown 21
FAQ: Expansion 1.2 37

Expansion 1.3 components

All cards in this expansion feature a bear's head icon for easy recognition.

1 multi-fold guide to this expansion

4 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 1 x Long-sighted Rifle
l 1 x Grady Seasons — Bounty Hunter
l 1 x "You double-crossing snake!"
l 1 x Apache Settlement

4 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 1 x Tayanita — Cherokee Chigua
l 1 x Lasso
l 1 x Badwater — Mason's Ransacked Ranch
l 1 x A glint in the mountains
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22 Frontier deck cards (rear design: Peacemaker .45 pistol and coins on a blood-stained map):

l 1 x Earl Daggett — Vengeful school marm's widower
l 1 x Fresh horses at Chickenpaw Rock
l 1 x Trading Post at Prairie Dog junction
l 1 x High Noon
l 1 xWhite Angel Waterfall
l 1 x Ferry crossing at Bitter Creek
l 1 x "Old Three Toes" Grizzly bear
l 1 x Jimmy Shaker — Judgement Day Preacher
l 1 x Vultures picking at the organ grinder's corpse
l 1 x Chinese Rail worker's tent village
l 1 x Prototype Davis Motor Wagon
l 1 x Doc Feeriek's Cure-all liniment
l 1 x Telegraph office at White Rocks
l 1 x "Hold it there! Now, move your hand, reeeeal slow-like."
l 1 x Indian Sweat Lodge
l 1 xWhiskey-soaked Frontiersman
l 1 x Smashed Bank Safe
l 1 x Quicksand
l 1 x Horseman's Longcoat
l 1 x Sea of cattle
l 1 x Exploding whiskey still
l 1 x Lucky shot

Tokens:

l 6 x Dollar Coin token

Related information

Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the Frontier 23
FAQ: Expansion 1.3 38

Expansion 1.4 components

All cards in this expansion feature an eagle icon for easy recognition.

Tip: To get the best play value out of this expansion you will also need the preceding three expansions.

1 multi-fold guide to this expansion

9 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 2 x Texas Ranger
l 2 x Rock-strewn Vantage Point
l 1 x Volcanic Pistol
l 1 x Trained in the Pinkerton ways, means, policy and
devices

l 1 x Lee Shao — Chinese railworker
l 1 x Double the Guard
l 1 x Clarence Stickley — Pinkerton detective

9 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 2 x Upturned wagon
l 1 x Ramshackle hut
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l 1 x Indian burial ground
l 1 x Pull the bars out with a horse
l 1 x Trixie and Delilah — saloon shakes
l 2 x 'Fan' the gun
l 1 x "The Jakes" Railworker's privy hut

9 Frontier deck cards:

l 1 x Shadow of Chikara
l 1 x Reverend Henry Kane
l 1 x The Legend of Boggy Creek
l 1 x Drusilla Wilcox — wolf in sheep's clothing
l 1 x Chicken foot dipped in rattlesnake venom
l 1 x Strongbox
l 1 x Mary Lou's shack
l 1 x 'Curly' — Son of Ma and Pa Shepperson
l 1 x Swarm of horseflies

3 Module cards:

l 1 x Duel outside the Black Dog Saloon Scene card
l 1 x Armed Train Guard
l 1 x Garrotte— Santiago's special weapon card

Tokens:

l 4 x Red (+1) poker chip token

l 1 x Eagle token

l 1 x Child Hostage token

Related information

Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star 25
FAQ: Expansion 1.4 39

Expansion 1.5 components

All cards in this expansion feature an dagger icon for easy recognition.

Tip: To get the best play value out of this expansion you will also need the preceding four expansions.

1 multi-fold guide to this expansion

9 Colonel McReady deck cards:

l 1 x Chief Ironcoat
l 1 x "I have moral superiority over you!"
l 1 x Fort Moses
l 2 x Deputy US Marshal
l 1 x Saggory Boyd — US Marshal
l 1 x Moonlight and Safecracker Burke
l 1 x Doctor Terminus and his Amazing Dancing Bear
l 1 x Valley of the Gwangi

9 Colty Gang deck cards:

l 1 x The Whitebait Railroad Company
l 1 x Angel and Bionda — Circus Acrobats
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l 1 x Lope — Orphan Boy
l 1 x Elena Whiskerandos
l 1 x Gertrude Spacks — Soiled Dove
l 1 x Lennox Natabus — Cherokee Freedman
l 1 x Ancestral Spirit Guide
l 1 x "Gonna ride like the wind"
l 1 x Boris Balkan — The Tattooed Man

11 Frontier deck cards:

l 1 x Smoke Signal
l 1 x The Shakes
l 1 xWagon full of Pilgrims
l 1 x Fire in the Sky
l 1 x Ungodly Desperadoes
l 1 x Shirlene and Linda Sue — Daughters of Ma and Pa Shepperson
l 1 x Steaming Horseshit
l 1 x "Pigface"
l 1 x "The Sun's in yer eyes"
l 1 x Hidden Pass
l 1 x Rugged Prairie

1 Ambush card:

l 1 x Rockslide

Tokens:

l 3 x Red poker chip token

l 1 x Smoke signal token
l 1 x Fever token

l 1 x Gunsight token

Related information

Expansion 1.5: Death Ridesa Horse 28
FAQ: Expansion 1.5 40

Icons and tokens
A complete list of all the icons/tokens and their meanings.

Icon Meaning
Bandit Character card. (Gravestone) On the actual cards the icon includes a number to
represent the Survival Rating of the character.
Lawmen card. (Sheriff's Deputy star badge)

Bandit Firepower card. (Black poker chip)

Lawmen Firepower card. (White poker chip)

Frontier Firepower card. (Red poker chip) These red poker chip icons count as either
white or black poker chip icons, as appropriate when interacting with other cards.

Gameplay icons and tokens
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Icon Meaning
Bandit Character card. (Gravestone) On the actual cards the icon includes a number to
represent the Survival Rating of the character.

Tip: Saddlebags card and Frontier Firepower cards

To be clear, the Saddlebags card can only ever retrieve your own Frontier
Firepower cards from play.

+1 One more turn at this battlefield.Move the Turn Marker one space left.

-1 One less turn at this battlefield.Move the Turn Marker one space right. If the Turn
Marker is currently on the last space of a Battlefield card then this effect cannot be
played.

or

(or )

Extra firepower. Place this token on the card. As long as this token is on the card it's
firepower value is increased by the number shown.

True Grit. Some characters gain this token when entering play, or during the game. This
means this character has an extra life — when this character is killed leave the card in
play but remove the token. Next time the character is killed remove it from play as normal.
Impervious. This card can't be destroyed by your opponent by any means.

Come into play effect. Follow the instructions on this card when this card is played from
your hand into the playing area.
Discard. Choose another card (or as many as indicated by the number in the icon) to
discard from you hand as the cost of playing this card.
Random discard. To play a card with this icon, the player must offer his hand of cards to
his opponent, face down — the opponent then chooses a card (or as many as indicated
by the number in the icon) which must be discarded.
Dollar Coin token. This is an additional cost to be paid in order for a card to be played.
For each Dollar Coin icon on the card, you must return a Dollar Coin token to the coin
pool. If you do not have enough tokens then you cannot play the card.

Example: Paying for cards with Dollar Coin tokens

As the Colty Gang player you want to play your A Glint in the Mountains card to
remove the Ambush card atWhiskey Canyon. The information on your card shows
that you must discard two other cards from your hand and ‘pay’ one Dollar Coin
token.

Mexican Border cube token. For each cube shown on the player card, remove or add
one cube token at the Mexican Border card depending on whether it is shown as a cost
or increase on the card (usually the cubes are removed as a cost of playing certain cards
from the Colonel McReady card, but some 'Come into play effects' state either a gain or a
loss of cubes).
Gunsight.When playing a card that kills an enemy card, you must target any gunsight-
icon-bearing cards at that battlefield first. If there are multiple cards with a gunsight icon,
choose which one to target.
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Icon Meaning
Bandit Character card. (Gravestone) On the actual cards the icon includes a number to
represent the Survival Rating of the character.

Example: Gunsight icon (1)

The Colonel McReady player has just played First Deputy, Charlie Weathers
(firepower = 3) and a Pinkerton Marshall (firepower = 1 ) at theWhiskey Canyon
battlefield.

In his turn, the Colty Gang player plays a "Fire at will, boys" card. Ordinarily he
would choose to kill First Deputy, Charlie Weathers before taking out a lesser foe;
but with the Pinkerton Marshall card in play he must remove this first since it bears a
Gunsight icon. Bang! The Marshall is discarded, leaving good ole' Charlie to track
them Colty boys down...

Example: Gunsight icon (2)

The same situation as above, but the Colty Gang player plays a Stick of Dynamite
card. This must discard the Marshall first, leaving potential to remove a further 2
points worth of firepower.

But, as First Deputy, Charlie Weathers is a 3-firepower card, the excess points from
the Stick of Dynamite card are wasted.

Padlock. You may play cards featuring this icon face-down at San Manzanillo
Prisonbefore reaching that battlefield and during any fight there. If you do, you do not pay
any costs usually associated with the card and don’t activate any 'Coming into play
effects' ( ). These are the only cards that may be played face-down at this battlefield.

Wound. Place this token on the Jack "The Crow" Colty card. At the very moment when
you should place a fifth Wound token on Jack "The Crow" Colty, the Colonel McReady
player immediately wins the game!

Wounds can be borne as cost for playing a card, entering the San Manzanillo Prison
battlefield or through the effect of cards (+ ) Some cards can remove a token (- ).

Hangman’s Noose. If one of your cards at a battlefield is destroyed or killed by your
opponent, then, in addition, you must put into your discard pile from play all of your cards
bearing the Hangman’s Noose icon at the same battlefield.

Example: Hangman's Noose icon

The Colonel McReady player has three cards in play at the Rattlesnake Creek
battlefield: Deputy,Wagon full of Pilgrims, and First Deputy, Charlie Weathers.

The Colty Gang player plays a "Chew on this, gringo!" card to kill First Deputy,
Charlie Weathers.

After placing First Deputy, Charlie Weathers in his discard pile, the Colonel
McReady player checks all his other cards in play at that battlefield for the
Hangman’s Noose icon — only theWagon full of Pilgrims card has the icon. Now he
must also place theWagon full of Pilgrims card into his discard pile. The remaining
Deputy stays in play.
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Icon Meaning
Bandit Character card. (Gravestone) On the actual cards the icon includes a number to
represent the Survival Rating of the character.
Boot Hill. Cards of yours bearing this icon have a secondary power — that can only be
used once the card has ended up in your discard pile. During your turn, you may shuffle
the card bearing the Boot Hill icon back into your deck.

Remember! You may only activate this ability when the card is in your discard pile
— you may do this on any one of your turns.

Example: Boot Hill icon

The Colty Gang player has just used The Whitebait Railroad Company card to
remove the Colonel McReady player’s The Ruined Chapel at El Ray Location card
from play atWhiskey Canyon. He then places the used card in his discard pile.

Next, this turn, the Colty Gang player decides to activate the Boot Hill ability on his
The Whitebait Railroad Company card — so he shuffles this card back into his deck.

Eagle token. The placement of this token renders the host card blank, and also an
attachment cards it may have. Pretend it has no numbers, icons, or text written upon it —
until the Eagle token is removed.

The token may be placed on any card in play, except for Bandit Character cards,
Battlefield cards, the San Manzanillo Prison card, and any Scene cards on the table.
Child Hostage token. This token, when placed upon Cortez, operates in all respects as if
it were a True Grit token.
The Shakes token. Used as a reminder when a player triggers The Shakes Frontier deck
card.
Smoke Signal token. Used as a reminder when a player triggers Smoke Signal Frontier
deck card.
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Icon Meaning
Action.

Firepower.

Character.

Location.

Open Range.

Attachment. Example: Volcanic Pistol.

Play Immediately. A few cardsmust be played immediately when they are drawn. These
cards bear this icon and state '*PLAY THIS CARD IMMEDIATELY*'.
Special Character. Example: Armed Train Guard.

Special Weapon. Example:Garrotte.

Battlefield. Example: Valley of the Gwangi.

Deck-building and special icons

Related information

Card types 5
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